


































































30 GEMINI SUM MARY CONF'ERENCE 

sampling basic flight data at specified points 
in the trajectory, and by calculating with the 
aid of charts and graphs a solution to each 
maneuver for comparison with the closed
loop and/ or ground solution. 

Backup charts.-The data used for moni
toring and backup are shown in table 4-1. 
The use of sensor information varied, de
pending upon the maneuver to be calculated. 
A typical case was illustrated by the terminal
phase initiation procedure. The spacecraft 
attitude was maintained in zero roll and bore
sighted on the target using the optical sight. 
This alined the X-axis to the target line of 
sight. The radar and platform data could 
then be used to calculate velocity incrementl' 
� V along and normal to the target line of 
sight. The � V along the line of sight was ob
tained in terms of relative range rate R by 
the equation 

where 
.lR was the increment in velocity along the 
tar�;et line of sight required to transfer to 
the desired intercept trajectory 
R ll�:,1 was the range rate of the desired tra
jectory at the point of data sampling 
immediately prior to terminal-phase ini
tiatilon, and was defined by target elevation 
angile and range for the type trajectory de
sired 
R.,,.,,. was the actual range rate at the point 
of data sampling immediately prior to 
terminal-phase initiation 
A typical terminal-phase trajectory is one 

which intercepts in 130° of target orbit 
travel. Figure 4-3 shows the relationship of 
RnE'J a1t terminal-phase initiation with pitch 
angle a and range for this transfer. The rela
tionshlip is nearly independent of the target 
orbit; thus, figure 4-3 is valid for altitudes 
within 20 nautical miles of the nominal. 

TABLE 4-I.-Monitorin1g Data 

Display 

Data Units Sensor 
Prime Backup 

Range ............ ............. 0.01 n. mi. ................. Radar Manual data unit .... Analog !!'age 

Range rate ................. ft/sec ......................... Radar Manual data unit .... Analog gage 

Pitch angle ................. 0.1• ........................... Inertial measuring Manual data unit .... Flight director 

unit. attitude 

Yaw angle ................. 0.1• ...... ..................... Inertial measuring 

unit. 

indicator, 
stars 

·Manual data unit .... Flight director 
attitude 

indicator, 

------------ I----------------I--------------· 
1
-- -

s

-

ta

_

r

_

s ________ __ 

Roll angle ................... 0.1• ........................... Inertial measuring Manual data unit .... Flight director 
unit. attitude 

Optical sight ........... Visual 

Target boresight ....... 0.1 • ...................... ..... Radar ..................... .. 

indicator, 
stars 

Flight director 
indicators 
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The � V in-plane, normal to the line-of
sight increment in velocity, defined in terms 
of line-of-sight angular rate il and range R 
by the equation 

.l V �- (BRm�Af"T) R 
where 

� V :-; was the in-plane, normal to the line
of-sight increment in velocity required to 
t_ransfer to the desired intercept trajectory 
llu�:'J was thP. in-plane line-of-sight angular 
rate of the desired trajectory at the point 
of data sampling immediately prior to ter
minal-phase initiation, and was defined by 
t

_arget elevation for the trajectory desired 
IJ,.,c:T was the actual line-.of-sight rate at the 
data sampling point immediately prior to 
terminal-phase initiation 
R was range to the target at the mea!lure
ment point 

Since il could not be measured directly with 
sufficient accuracy, an increment in II over a 
measured time interval was used. 

where 

V (
. 

e�, ) .l �- 8nf:•l- �tl2 n 

FJ, and ()� were target elevation at the be
ginning and end of the measuring interval. 
respectively 
.H,:: was the measurement time interval 

Fpr use in flight. the equations for .lR and 
.l V :\ were mechanized graphically (fig. 4-4). 
This chart was part of the onboard data pack
age for Gemini IX-A. The technique used 
throughout the Gemini Program was to ini
tiate terminal-phase initiation at a reference 
target elevation angle. This provided a stand-

ardized ter:ninal phase in terms of elevation 
and approach conditions. Crew procedures. 
approaching terminal-pha:;e initiation were 
to track the target and ob:.;erve the increase 
in elevation angle. Pertine�t data were re
corded on logging sheets at each interval as 
samplc.s were taken by the computer for the 
computation of the closed-loop solution for 
terminal-pha.;e initiation. The reference ele
vation angle which keyed the terminal-phase 
initiation sequence was 21.4 for most ren
dezvous. As the elevation anl{le approached 
21.4 c. certain samples were utilized for the 
terminal-phase initiation monitoring and 
backup solutions. The significanr: data points 
were label,ed A. B, C. and D, a.1d are defined 
as follows: 

A - Data point immediately prior to 21.4 
target elevation 

B ..... First data point after � 1.4" ; ti rst 
used to calculate the bachup solution 

C .... Next data point after B; rsed to ini
tiate the closed-loop sequ(, ce for ter
minal-phase initiation 

D -Next point after C; provid.•d the final 
data for the backup !;O}utions for ter
minal-phase initiation 

Figure 4-4 illustrates the !;equence for ob
taining a backup solution to terminal-pha!;e 
initiation. Range and pitch angles were re
corded each 100 seconds until fl exceedeci 
21.4°. Thili angle was designated point Band 
recorded. After the next sampling- point .C. 
the START COMP button was depressed to 
initiate the closed-loop sequence for terminal
phase initiation. Range, range rate, and pitch 
angle for the second point beyond B. point 
D, completed the information needed to cal
culate the backup solution. The p•·ocedure� 
for obtaining the backup solution are as 
follows: 

( 1) Boresight on target 
(2) Monitor 8, R, and R every minute 
(3 )  When 11�21.4°, record data for point 

8 on terminal-phase initiation chart 
(4) Push START COMP button after next 

data point 
(5) Record data at point D 
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FIGURE 4-4.-Terminal-phase initiation. 

( 6) Enter t�rminal-phase initiation chart 
to calculate ::.R, ::. V =-· and terminal-phase ini
tiation time 

(7) Compare : :.Rand � V =- with closed loop 
and Manned Space Flight Network 
A similar technique was used for midcour!'e 
corrections except that measurements were 
triggered on time after terminal-phase ini
tiation rather than on pitch angle. 

Failure modes.-Throughout the Gemini 
Program, manual techniques were utilized 
wherever practical to maximize the proba
bility of mission success. Thus, the crew wal' 
prepared at all times to continue the mission 
with degraded or failed systems componentl'. 
This required frequent reference to monitor
ing t :t and ,ubstitution of alternate sources 
whe1 .ailures occurred. The different :\itua
tions that could exist for all possible combi-

nation:-. of partial and complete failures were 
too numerous to permit specific training for 
each. Therefore. procedures were developed 
only f,..,. total failure of each of the three ma
jor guidance system components: radar, 
computer, and platform. Partial failures 
were then handled by utilizing whatever 
valid data were available from the degraded 
component. 

For total failure of any guidance compo
nent. the closed-loop solution would no longer 
be available. In this case, it was necessary to 
rely on the ground or backup solution ob
tained by alternate methods. For all failures. 
procedures were designed to obtain a maneu
ver solution in C;lmponents along and normal 
to the target liue of sight. Table 4-II sum
marizes the sensors used for the significant 
failures. For radar failures, a redundant 
source of range information was not avaii-
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TABLE 4-Il.-Faihtre Modes 

Failure 

None ....... ............ 

Radar .... ....... ......... 

Computer ........... 

Inertial meas-
uring unit 

Forward/aft. 
�V source 

Closed-loop 
guidance 

Manned Space 
Flight Net-
work or 
nominal 

Analog gage, 

R,R 

Manual data 

unit. R, R 

I 
I 

I 

Up/down, 
.lV source 

Closed-loop 
guidance 

Manual data 
Unit, e 1 .l9 

Flight directo r 
I· 

e 
attitude ind 
cator, e . .l 

-----
Sextant nomi-

nal, e. 
stars .l9 

--

able and only up/down maneuvers could usu
ally be calculated on board. One exception 

was the first-orbit rendezvous on Gemini XI 
where a terminaJ.phase initiation correction 
along the line of sight could be based on the 
insertion vector obtainable from the Inertial 

Guidance System. The computer failure case 
would not cause loss of information in either 
axis, but would result in less accurate maneu

vers because the readout on the Flight Di
rector Attitude Indicator and radar analog 
gage was less accurate than from the com
puter readout. 

In training, the platform failure proved 
the most difficult to resolve because accurate 
attitude angles could not be obtained late in 
the terminal phase. Fortunately, this failure 

was not �ncountered in ftight. On most mi�
sions subsequent to Gemini VI-A, a hand
held sextant was p.:cvidt:!d for determining 
time of arrival at terminal-phase initiation 
in case the Inertial Measuring Unit had 

failed. The time could be determined by not

insr the time when the angle between the tar

get and horizon lines of �ight corresponded to 

the planned pitch angle at point B. For the 

platform failure case, the up/down velocity 

increment for terminal-phase initiation and 

vernier corrections could be calculated from 

the change of the target line-of-sight angle as 
measured against the star background. At the 
start of an incremental angle measuring in
terval, the reticle pattern of the optical sight 
would be fixed against the star background 

with the target at the top of the reticle. Dur
ing the measuring interval, the pilot would 
attempt to maintain the attitude relative to 
the stars. At the end of the measurement 
time, noting the position of the target on the 
reticle provided the delta angle needed for 
calculating the up/down incremental ve
locity. 

Mission Results 

During the Gemini Program. a total of 
10 rendezvous was accomplished (table 
4-III). providing as broad a spectrum of ter

minal-phase conditions as possible. On sev
eral missions more than one rendezvous was 
performed. This allowed a rapid development 
of the rendezvous technology, including prob
lems, tradeoffs, and solutions. Tfte guidance 
and navigation system proved versatile, as 

rendezvous plans were �huffled within weeks 
of launch, and as lessons learned on each 
mission were incorporated on the next. Since 

the rendezvous plans and procedures were 
functions of mission objectives, each type of 
rendezvous and its characteristics are treated 
separately in the following paragraphs. 

ltendnvous in the Se.:ond, Third, and 
Fourth Orhitll 

The terminal phase of many of the Gemini 
mission rendezvous followed a set pattern: 

( 1) Approach to terminal-phase initiation 
through a nominally circular catchup 
orbit, below and behind the target 

(2) Tjme of terminal-phase initiation de

termined approximately .by phasing 
maneuvers prior to the circular 
catchup orbit, then fixed preciseJy by 
observation of target elevation ahove 
the local horizontal 

(3) The intercept orbit traveled 130" cen
tral angle not including braking 
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TABLE 4-III.-Gemini Rendezvous SummanJ 

M issi on 

Separation 
altitude, 

n. mi. 
Orbit 

travel, 
deg Target I Approach 

-V -1--A-.-.. -... -.. -... - . .  -... -... -.. -. .. -.. -... -. .. -.. -... -.. -... -.. -.. I-G-e_m_t _.n _i _V_ I_l _ s_p_a -ce-c -ra_f_t -
.. 

- .. -. ..J-B-e- 1 -ow--.. 
-... -... -.. -... -.. +. 1r.-.. 

-... -.. -... -... -.. -.1-5- :-
... 

-
.. 
-
... 

-
... 

-
.. 

-
... 

-
.. 

-
.. 1

-
3
-

0 

VIII ............................................... . 
i Gem ini Vlll target vehicle .. 1 Below ................ , ................. 15 .... ... ...... ....... 130 ---------- --I------- ---- � -B-e-l -ow--.. . -.. -... -.. -... -... +.-... -. . -... -.. -... -.. -.1-2 .-5- I-.. -... -... -.. -... -.. -... 

-
.. 
-13
-

0 IX-A: Ini ti al rendezvous ............ Augmented target dock-

No. 1 r e- rendezvous ........... . 

ing adapter. Equiperiod ........................... 0 !... . .. . ....... . . .... 80 

No. 2 re-rendezvous .......... .. Ab ove . ..... ........ .. ................... 7.5 .................... 130 

X: Initial rendezvous .................. Gemini X target vehicle .... .. Below ................ : ................. 15 .................... 130 

R��ndezvous ............ .......... 1 Gem:n: VIII target v�hicle. . Be l ow ................ � ............... .. 5 

XI: Imttal rendezvous ................ 1 Gemmt XI target vehtcle .... Bel ow ................ 
1 ................. 10 

.................... 80 

.................... 120 I 

Re-rendezvous .... ...... .......... . . Stable orbit ....................... 0 , .................... 292 
XII ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ....... ... .. ........ -. Gemini XII target vehicle .... Below . ... ... ........ ................... 10 1 .. . . ... ... ...... .... 130 

I 

( 4) Two vernier corrections at fixed times 
after terminal-phase initiation 

(5) An approach from below and slightly 
ahead of the target through a series 
of braking maneuvers at fixed ranges 
along an inertially fixed line 

The major variables available for mission 
planning purposes can be summarized as fol
lows: 

( 1) Time of terminal-phase initiation 
(2) Target elevation angle at terminal

phase initiation 
(3) Orbit travel between terminal-phase 

initiation and terminal-phase finali
zation 

( 4) Time between vernier corrections 
(5) Braking schedule. 
( 6 ). Altjtude diffeh: ... ti?.l between target 

and spacecraft 

The time of terminal-phase initiation was 
g"ossly controlled by lift-off time and by phas
ing maneuvers prior to the circular catchup 
orbit, with phasing maneuvers determined 
on the ground. Primary considerations in 

establishing a time for the terminal-phase 
initiation were number of phasing orbits de
sired and sunlight conditions. Three phasing 
orbits were required for the early flights of 
Gemini VI-A and VIII. As ground and on
board operations evolved, the number was 
decreased to two for the later flights, Gemini 
IX-A and XII. A further decrease in total 
time to rendezvous required modification of 
terminal-phase procedures on Gemini Xl. 
Terminal-phase lighting tradeoff's cent�red 
around the following: 

(1) Target visibility at terminal-phase 
initiation in reflected sunlight 

(2) Availability of slarl' during braking 
pha.!e to aid line-of-sight control 

(3)  Approach to docking in sunligh·c 

These considerations placed the terminal
phase initiation time near sunset with mid
course corrections and line-of-sight control 
during the night period. 

Figure 4-5 depicts the lighting conditions 
for the typical rendezvous from below the 
target vehicle. Elevation angles of the target 
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initiation 

FIGURE 4-5.-Terminal-phase lighting conditions. 

vehicle and Sun are shown. With the longi
tudinal axis of the target· vehicle controlled 
to 90° out of plane, the target vehicle was 
easily visible in reflected sunlight during the 
time period when the critical measurements 
for terminal-phase initiation were made. 
Thus, the -flashing acquisition lights were not 
relied upon for visual sighting at the longer 
ranges. As the terminal phase progressed, the 
Sun etevation and the target line of sight ro
tated counterclockwise (fig. ·4-5 ) .  After sun
set, motion of the target vehicle in relation 
to the stars provided confidence in the tra
jectory status. After the last vernier correc
tion, the star neld was also useful for 

maintaining the collision course. With the 
terminal-phase initiation near sunset, the 
spacecraft would pass the last braking gate 
at a range of 3000 feet at sunrise. The tar
get, in perspective, indicated approach angle 
and closing velocity. 

Careful selection of the orbital travel from 
terminal-phase initiation to terminal-phase 
finalization and the target elevation at termi
nal-phase initiation provided an approach 
that had a line-of-sight angular rate of nearly 
zero and terminal-phase initiation maneuver 
along the line of sight. The small line-of-sight 
drift rate after the last vernier correction 
assisted the crew in maintaining a simple and 
efficient collision course which helped to 
minimize propellant usage. The spacecraft 
roll axis was boresighted on the target 
throughout the terminal phase. Selecting a 
trajectory for which the terminal-phase ini
tiation angle coincided with the targ-et ele
vation angle allowed the maneuver to be per
formed nominally along the roll axis with no 
attitude deviation. Dispersions in the catchup 
orbit and guidance system errors appeared 
at terminal-phase initiation as maneuver 
components normal to the line of sight, and as 
deviations from the planned forward impulse. 
Table 4-IV summarizes the terminal-phase 
initiation and the mldcourse maneuvers for 

TABLE 4-IV.-Terminal-Phase Maneuver S·ummary 

Closed-loop guidance and applied maneuver.;·' 

Mission TeTminal-phase initiation, fps 1st vernier. fps 2cl vt>rnier, Cps 

Up, I. Right. 
. 

Nominal, Actual, Forward, Up, Right. Forward .I Up. Right, 
foTward forward down ' left aft down left art down left 

--- --- -- ---- --

VI-A ... .. . "' 
32 31 4U 1R 7F 7U 5L 4F au 6R 

VIII.. .. 32 25 3U 8R 12F 6U IR -IF 7U 3R 
IX-A. ' 27 (27) JlU) (2R) 2A 2U 3R 3F 2D OR 

26 8U 4R 
X.-·- .. ··- ... 32 41 (OU) (OL) 15A (14D) IR (OF) 250 5R 

lU 16L 220 lF 
(lD) I Xll .................. - · 22 (22) (OU) (OR) (OF) (2U) <OR) !5A) lOR) 

• Pa-rentheses indicate applied maneuvers when different from closed-loop solutions. 
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the Gemini IV, VIII, IX-A, X, and XII mis
sions. The times of vernier corrections were 
selected to be compatible with crew loading 
and the anticipated accuracy of the guidance 
system. Vernier corrections 12 and 24 min
utes after terminal-phase initiation allowed 
sufficient time for crew activities, such as 
system monitoring and platform alinement 
where necessary, but were close enough to 
prevent appreciable trajectory divergence. 

The relati\'ely low deceleration capability 
of the Gemini spacecraft (approximately 
1 ft 'sec�) dictated that closing velocity be 
reduced in several stages to enable the crew 
to devote proper attention to line-of-sight 
control. Early training simulations indicated 
that braking to a maximum closing rate of 
40 ft sec at a range of 2.5 nautical miles, and 
then down to 5 to 10 ft!sec at a range of 0.5 
nautical mile, represented a simple and effi
cient schedule.· 

The separation altitude selection was a 
tradeoff between total propellant and sensi
tivity of time of arrival at terminal-phase 
initiation to dispersions irl the catchup orbit. 
As previously discussed, there were advan
tages to certain sunlighting conditions dur
ing the terminal phase; and for a given error 
in the catchup orbit, the dispersion in arrival 
time decreased as separation altitude in
creased. However, propellant requirements 
for the terminal phase increased in propor
tion to differential altitude. (An altitude dif
ferential of 15 nautical miles was selected 
for Gemini VI-A.) As knowledge of lighting 
conditions was gained, and as the capability 
for ground tracking evolved, the altitude dif
ferential was varied (table 4-111). 

Rendezvous in the First Orbit 

The first-orbit rendezvous accomplished 
during the Gemini XI mission was more de
manding of onboard operations than previous 
rendezvous missions. The previous missions 
utilized several orbits of ground tracking and 
computation to eliminate the effects of in
sertion dispersions on the terminal-approach 
trajectory. Because of the very short time 

available for the first-orbit rendezvous mis
sion, the multiorbit midcourse corrections 
and circular catchup orbit could not be used. 
As a result, the flight plan included onboard 
operations capable of absorbing the expected 
insertion dispersions in a relatively short 
time. The trajectory plan selected for the 
first-orbit rendezvous had a terminal ap
proach similar to the approach employed on 
the coelliptical rendezvous missions. How
ever. it appeared that insertion dispersions 
would radically affect this approach as shown 
in figure 4-6. Terminal-phase initiation oc
curred near the first spacecraft apogee with 
a 120° central angle of transfer. 

In providing a capability for absorbing the 
insertion dispersions, several procedural 
methods were required which were not em
ployed on previous missions. At insertion, the 
horizontal and out-of-plane velocity changes 
were planned as usual. These corrections, 
however. did not remove the trailing dis
placement error at first spacecraft apogee 
resulting from downrange and flight-path 
angle errors at insertion. This error could 
have had a serious effect on the terminal-ap
proach trajectory; to reduce the error, the 
pilot read (from the computer) the navi
gated downrange angle traveled at insertion. 
From this angle. a required value of altitude 

- rate wa� determined and compared with the 

20 

2'•, 
·. D ispersed low 

��- �--�6�0----���----w� ----�o ____ _J2o 
Behind-+- Ahead 

Trailing diSplacement. n. mi. 

FIGURE 4-6.-First-orhit rt'nrll'7.VOUS traj<.'ctory. 
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actual altitude rate read from the computer. 
The velocity difference was applied along 
the local vertical to achieve an altitude rate 
resulting in the desired trailing displacement 
at the terminal-phase initiation point. Al
though this correction required split-second 
timing on the part of the crew, it was very 
effective. 

The second onboard-computed maneuver 
was an out-of-plane correction to be per
formed 90° after insertion. Since the maneu
ver at insertion was to eliminate the out-of
plane velocity at that point, the node oc
curred 90° of orbit travel later. By observing 
the out-of-plane displacement at insertion, 
the pilot computed the required maneuver. 
At the expected time of the node, the cor
rection was applied. 

Aithough the .Primary procedures for the 
terminal phase of the first-orbit rendezvow� 
were similar to the procedures for previous 
rendezvous missions. the effect on the larger 
terminal-phase dispersions had a significant 
impact on the design of the backup and the 
monitoring procedures. The backup pro
cedures utilized measurements of range and 
line-of-sight angle changes over a fixed time 
interval. These measurements were used 
with flight charts to determine the velocity 
changes and the relative position of the 
spacecraft at the time of the terminal-phase 
initiation maneuver. Gemini XI was the first 
mission to utilize a backup capability 'for an 
out-of-plane correction at terminal-phase ini
tiation. The correction reduced the disper
sions caused 

·
by navigation errors during the 

earlier corrections. 

Two vernier corrections were scheduled at 
12-minute intervals during the terminal 

transfer. The backup computation of these 
maneuvers was significantly different than 
for previous missions because the V'ariation 
from the planned position of the spacecraft 
at terminal-phase initiation was taken into 
account. For example, with a radar failure, 
the earlier charts assumed a planned range 
in computing the correction instead of using 
a pred!icted range based upon the actual 
spacecraft position at terminal-phase initia
tion. Tlhe use of predicted values provided 
better accuracy for large dispersions. Table 
4-V is •a summary of the maneuvel'1'\ for the 
first-orbit rendezvous. 

ltt>nde7.vous From Abovt' the Tar�et Vt>hicle 

A re-rendezvous was conducted on the 
Gemini IX-A mission to simulate the trajec
tory of a Lunar Module following abort dur
ing powered descent. The trajectory was 
similar to that utilized on the fourth-orbit 
rendezv,ous mission except that the spacecraft 
approached the target from ahead and above. 
The procedures for rendezvous from above 
were very similar to the procedures for a 
fourth-clrbit rendezvous; the only significant 
differences were in the backup measurements 
used in the event of a platform failure. Since 
the spa•cecraft approached the target from 
above, there was no star background during 
the terminal phase. As a result. the hand-held 
sextant would have been used to make angle 
measure:ments with respect to the Earth 
horizon. These measurements. like those with 
respect to the star background, required 
visual atcquisition of the target. 

A sig:nificant leRson Wa$ learned from the 
rendezvous from above: the terminal-phase 

TABLE 4-V.-Gemini XI Rendezvous Maneuve1·s 

Insertion Velocity 
Adjust Routine ..\ V, fps 

Plane change .l V, 
fps 

Terminal-pha!>e 
initiation .l V, l'ps 1st vernier-\ V, fps 2<1 ver nier .l V, fps 

-- - ----

39 forward. .. 0 140 forward 1 forward 1 for ward 
5 down .... .. 0 27 down 4 up 3 up 
1 left ...... 3 left. 5 left 4 right 11 r:ig ht 
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lighting conditions were more critical than 
for rendezvous from below. During the early 

Gemini IX-A mission planning, it was de
cided that terminal-phase initiation should 
occur after sunset so that the flashing lights 
on the target vehicle could be used for visu
ally acquiring the vehicle against the dark 
Earth background. It was believed that sun

set was preferable to an early morning ter
minal-phase initiation. with acqui!iition 
using reflected sunlight (over-the-shoulder 
lighting) because of the bright Earth back
ground. However, during the Gemini IX-A 
flight, the nose shroud on the target vehicle 
(Augmented Target Docking Adapter) did 

not completely separate. and it was believed 
that the acquisition lights located in the 
shroud region might not be visible. The time 
of terminal-phase initiation was then changed 
from after darkness to early morning to per
mit reflected light viewing. Actually, the tar
get was not visible at long range against the 
bright Earth background, and could not be 
tracked visually until the range had de
creased to 3 nautical miles. If the radar had 

failed during this exercise, terminal-pha:ie 

corr�ctions would not have been possible. 

Furthermore, the rapidly moving terrain 

background made control of the line of sight 

more difficult than with a star field or even 

with a dark Earth. This experience demon

strated the importance of terminal-phase 

lighting, and pointed out the value of the 

flashing acquisition lights as a backup to the 

radar for target tracking. A summary of the 

terminal-phase maneuvers for the rendezvouR 

from above is shown in table 4-VI. 

TABLE 4-VI.-Terminal-Phase Maneu1Jer.� 

for Rendez1Jous from A bo1Je 

Terminal-phase l11t vernier .1 V, 2d vernier .1 V, 
initiation � V, fps fps fps 

19 forward 
4 down 
2 left 

4 aft 
1 up 

5 left 

2 forward 
10 down 
7 right 

Renrlnvou& With a Passive Tar1e1 

After the initial rendezvous on Gemini X, 
an exercise was undertaken to intercept the 
passive target vehicle that had been in orbit 
since the Gemini VIII mission. This rendez
vous with a completely passive target pre
sented several unique problems, and was 
more demanding of the crew than any other 
terminal phase. For the exercise, there was 
no closed-loop guidance and no radar or ac
quisition lights; the terminal-phase maneu
vers had to be based on backup charts and 

observation of the target in reflected sun
light. Approximately 27 minutes of favorable 
lighting time were available in each orbit 
(from about spacecraft noon until sunset). 

and the entire terminal phase, including ar

rival dispersions, braking, and stabilizing 
position for formation flight through the 
night period, had to t.ake place within about 
108" of orbit travel. Position was maintained 

after darkness using the docking light on the 
spacecraft as a source of illumination. The 
light had a cone angle of about 6° and was 

effective up to a distance of 300 feet. The 
short period of visibility indicated that orbit 

travel between thf! initiation and the finali

zation of the terminal phase would have to 

be reduced considerably from the 130° used 

on previous rendezvous. An orbit travel of 

80° and a differential altitude of 7 nautical 

miles were selected. The terminal-phase tra

jectory is shown in figure 4-7. This combina

tion had several advantages in addition to a 

Termtnal·phase 
intliahon • ••• 

Ftrst 
vernter\

. 

Second 
vernter • •• 

��6--�1�4---1�2--�10��8 --�6--_J�--�2��0 
Behtnd--i 

Traillnq dtstance. n. mi. 

FIGURE 4-7.-Paasive tarR"et rendezvous trajectory. 
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short terminal phase. The 80' orbit travel 
intercept was a relatively high-energy trans
fer trajectory and, therefore, was less sensi
tive to initial-condition dispersions and 
errors in maneuvers. This was particularly 
significant because no vernier ctJrrections 
could be calculated along the line of sight 
without radar information. Second, the re
duced differential altitude assisted 'vis
ual acquisition and, combined with the 80 
terminal phase, resulted in closing rates 
about the same level as the 130° intercept 
with 15-nautical-mile separation. Thus, .simi
lar braking schedules could be used on both 
rendezvous planned for the mission. The time 
factor was extremely critical during the 
braking maneuver; at sunset, aU visual con
tact would suddenly be lost beyond the range 
of the docking light. Because of the time
critical nature of the exercise. the ftig}:lt 
charts included the capability to perform 
terminal-phase initiation for a range of ele
vation angles covering a time period of 10 
minutes on either side of the nominal. The 
plan was based upon the nominal elevation 
angle being used ii term ..• al-phase initiation 
occurred between visual acquisition and 25 
minutes before sunset. A solution was sent 
from the ground in case vi.sual acquisition 
occurred too late for an onboard solution. 

Stahl(' Orbit Hendi.'T.\'OU!; 

During the Gemini XI flight. a small posi
grade separation maneuver was made, fol
lowed later by a retrograde maneuver of the 
same magnitude. The purpose of thel'e 
ground-computed maneuvers was to estab
lish a trailing position about 25 nautical 
miles behind the target vehicle and in the 
same orbit. This location enabled the crew 
to perform experiments and to sleep while 
maintaining a position for a simple, economi
cal re-rendezvous. Since the re-rendezvous 
was initiated from a point in equilibrium 
relative to the target, the plan was called the 
Stable Orbit Plan. The maneuver to transfer 
from the stable orbit to an intercept trajec
tory was sent from the ground, and was 

based on the ground track of the spacecraft 
during the crew sleep period. A terminal
phase trajectory covering 292° was selected, 
resulting in an elevation time history identi
cal to the familiar 130° transfer. Thus, the 
backup charts from a previous mission could 
be used for trajectory monitoring. The radar 
wa� not operative during this exercise: 
therefore, onboard correctim1s along the line 
of sig-ht were not possible. Hov.:ever, an np, 
down vernier correction of zero was calcu
lated. which agreed with the up down 
component of the ground solution. The 
ground-computed maneuver was applied. 
and braking was accomplished while track
ing the target ,·ehicle in reflected sunlight. 

Conclusions 

The Gemini exp�rience has Jed to a num
ber of ::;ignificant conclusions with rel'pect to 
onboard rendezvous operations. 

(1) The extensive participation of the 
Right .crew in rendezvous operations is feas
ible. They are capable of directinl! the pri
mary operations of the guidance s.vstem and 
of performing certain phases of the mission 
without the I!Uidance system. In addition, 
they can detect and identify system malfunc
tions and take action to assure the success 
of the mission. 

(2) The crew can monitor the perform
ance of the g-uidance and navig-ation system, 
and determine and accomplish all rendezvous 
maneuvers with the following basic tlij.rht in
formation : (a) range to the target, ( 1J) 
range rate. (c) body-attitude angles meas
ured from horizontal in-plane references. and 
(d) mean!'\ for tracking the tarJ,!et ( visual or 
radar ) .  

(�) Fli.lrht chart� can be developed which 
pt'ovide the crew with the ability to t:umpute 
:mlutionl' for the terminal maneU\·ers in spite 
of an inoperative guidance-equipment com
ponent. These charts can be made simple to 
use and can provide accurade� comparable to 
the primary system. 

(4) The onboard operation� t•an be simpli
fier! by the proper selection of apprO!lch tn1-
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jectories and lighting conditions. A terminal 
approach is desirable, which is insensitive to 
trajectory dispersions and equipment errors. 
The lighting conditions determine the visi
bility of the target vehicle and the star back
ground, thus affecting backup procedures. 

(5) Visibility through the spacecraft win
dow is an important consideration in termi
nal-phase rendezvous operations. Visual 

tracking of the target is a backup to the 
radar, and the star background is a valuable 
aid for maintaining a collision course in the 
braking phase. 

(6) A comprehensive program of proce
dural planning, evaluation, and training il'> 
necessary to the success of the mission. Man
in-the-loop simulation is an important part 
of crew training. 
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Introduction 

In addition to a successful rendezvous be
tween the Gemini spacecraft and the target 
vehicle, one of the primary objectives of the 
Gemini Program was to accomplish a dock
ing maneuver to join the two vehicles as a 
single spacecraft configuration. The next ob
jective was to evaluate the characteristics of 
the control system on each vehicle in con
trolling the combined vehicle. A further goal 
was the use of the Primary Propulsion Sys
tem of the target vehicle to enlarge the 
manned spacecraft maneuvering capability. 
These objectives were all determined feasible, 
and this paper will describe the implemen
tation of the plan and the achievement of the 
successful results. 

Development of the Docking System 

The initial effort in the development of the 
Gemini docking system was the evaluation of 
the numerous classical concepts and also of 
the designs generated during the variou!' 
studies (fig. 5-1). Each concept raised new 
questions which had to be studied and re
solved. Should the vehicles come together on 
a collision eourse or a noncollision course? 
Should the front end or aft end of the space
craft be joined to the target vehicle? What 
differential velocities, mismatch angles, and 
distances should be considered? How could 
structural continuity, capable of withstand-
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ing orbital maneuvering dynamics, be 
achieved? How should the propulsion system 
on the target vehicle be controlled? How 
could positive separation of the spacecraft 
from the target vehicle be guaranteed? How 
could remotely actuated structural attach
ments be provided on the spacecraft without 
disturbing the reentry neat-protection con
figuration? 

By systematic evaluation, it was concluded 
that the docking maneuver must be made 
with the spacecraft facing the target vehicle, 
so that the flight crew could adequately con
trol the differential impact velocities and at
titudes. This was not the best configuration 
for orbital maneuvering because of the 
backward acceleration of the crew, and be
cause the structural arrangement was stres� 
lintited in the middle. However. these consid-

hision course 

�� 

) [Jr\.t 
Elevator r:<Jr\ 

� 

FIGURE 5-1.-Gemini doc kin� c0!1cepts. 
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erations were secondary when compared with 
the advantage gained by providing a full view 
of the target \·ehicle prior to and after dock
ing. With this advantage, impact velocit.ies 

and attitudes became reasonable values and 
were determined through simulation exer
cises. Also, implementation of all target-ve
hicle control and status display and electrical 

disconnects was simplified ; however, the 
structural mechanical attachment was some

what more complicated because of limited 
bending stiffness. 

The evolution from concept to design and 

the analysis of results from further simula

tions resulted in the following desiJrn cri

teria : closing velocity of 1.5 ft 'sec, angular 

misalinement of 1 0· , and centerline displace

ment of 1 foot with the requirement for 

multiple docking capability. 

Tarj!PI Uockin�r Adapter 

A general arrangement of the selected con

figuration is shown in figure 5-2. The se

lected collision-course maneuver was similar 

�o a jet pilot's experience in refueling opera

tions, was the simplest design approach, and 

was acceptable from a control and safety 

standpoint. For similar reasons. the probe 

and drogue design was chosen and a docking 

bar was installed to provide the indexing 

Docking ada pte� 

: � � � . . 

·-Docking cone 
••••• ------- Indexing bar 

• �- •• •.• -·····Spacecraft 
Discharge linger ' . 

Approach 

FIGURE 5-2.-Docking and rigidizin� sequence. 

feature. The electrical and the primary me
chanical power devices were installed on the 
target vehicle because this vehicle was less 
weight critical than was the spacecraft. 

The prime contractor for the spacecraft 
was selected to manufacture the docking 
adapter to be mounted on the target vehicle. 
An interface plane was chosen so that the 
adapter contained all equipment directly as
sociated with docking. Only electric power, 
telemetry data. and command system signals 
crossed the interface. A simple butt joint, 
consisting of mating skin-former angles and 
tension bolts. provided easy attachment of 
the docking adapter to the target vehicle. 

The final docking approach (fig. 5-2) was 

entirely visual, with the target vehicle pow
ered up and stabilized. Visual cues were pro
vided to indicate the status of the target 

vehicle for nighttime as well as daylight 
docking. Docking was accomplished when 
three latches in the target-vehicle docking 
cone engaged corresponding fittings on the 
spacecraft. Engagement of the latches com
pleted a circuit that automatically secured 
the cone aJrainst the rigid structure ; this was 
the rigidized mode. Undol!king was the re
verse of this procedure. with provisions for 
emergency undocking furnished by pyro

technic devices which would dislodge the 
three spacecraft fittings. 

Figure 5-3 shows some of the major com

ponents of the Target Docking Adapter. 

Seven dampers were clustered at three loca

tions and damped relative motion in all three 

axes ; they also returned the cone to the ready 

configuration. A small electric motor pro

vided the power to retract the cone by means 

of a torsion cable drive to three-gear motors 

which operated the overcenter bellcrank and 

linkage devices. Final motion caused the 

latches to close down on the spacecraft fit

tings, effecting a rigid connection. Undocking 

· was simply a reversal of this sequence. Some 

of the other major components were the tar

get-vehicle status display indicators, acquisi

tion lights, and spiral and dipole antennas. 
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Acquisition light
, \ 
\ Oipolt antenna

, 
\ 
'. Spiral antenna 

', \ ' Target vehicle status 
display indicators 

�ocking cone 
' ' 

Spiral antenn1 
. 

FrcuRt 6-a.-Target Docking Adapter aaaembly. 

t:haracteri�ticll ul' the Docking Systt>m 

The basic characteristics of the docking 
system were determined with a simple 2-
degree-of-freedom model (fig. 5-4 ) .  By ap
plying the conservation of momentum and 
energy laws. the energy absorbed by the 
docking system to provide for an inelastic 
impact is shown to be 

T �  1 T . 1 -- M� M1 ° 

where 
(1) 

To=� M�v,� 

and V, is the initial relative velocity between 
vehicles, M� is the spacecraft mass, and M, 
is  the target-vehicle mas:;. Roughly, the ratio 
of masses for spacecraft and target vehicle 
is 1 ;  therefore, about half of the kinetic 
energy associated with the relative motion of 
the vehicles must be absorbed. For a typical 

x,·o x2 ·O 

� 
Before impact Vo 

2 

xl x2 

� -v 
Alter impact 

8 

Frcuru: 6-4.-Two-degree-of-freedom energy 
requirements. 

9 

closing velocity of 0.5 ftlsec. the system 
would absorb only about 15 ft-lb of energy. 

The 2-degree-of-freedom model also deter
mined the type of shock absorbers that should 
be used. The following design objectives were 
utilized : (1)  minimum peak load, (2) mini
mum rebound characteristics·, (3)  reusa
bility, and (4)  maximum reliability. Con
sequently, the longitudinal members con
sisted of a spring for reusability and relia
bility. and of an orifice damper in parallel. 
The spring and the instroke orifice sizes 
were matched to produce minimum peak load 
on the instroke. On the outstroke. the damper 
fluid was metered throu�h a much smaller 
orifice which minimized rebound. Since the 
longitudinal sprin�s were sufficient to return 
the doeking cone to the extended position. 
:;pringR were not nece!-lsary in the lateral 
members. 

After the basic design of the shock ab
sorber had been determined. the analytical 
study was extended to include all the 8 de
grees of freedom of a pitch-plane rigid-body 
system, consistent with the constraint of the 
spacecraft being· in contact with the target
vehicle docking cone. The 8 degrees of free
dom included the following: 

( 1 )  Target-vehicle· horizontal translation. 
vertical translation, and pitch 

(2) Docking-cone horizontal translation. 
vertical translation, anci pitch 

(3) Spacecraft pitch and translation along 
the surface of the docking cone 
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Initially, no control-system effects were in
cluded. This model permitted detailed investi
gation of the forces and motions which oc
curred during free docking. 

Figure 5-5 presents a set of typical re
sponse parameters plotted against time for 
the case of the spacecraft impacting the 
docking cone with a horizontal relative-ve
locity component of 1.5 ft/sec and a vertical 
relative-velocity component of 0.5 ftlsec, the 
design-limit velocities. The initial point of 
impact at time 0 is near the leading edge of 
the top inner surface of the docking cone, 
26 inches along the docking-cone surface 
from the latch plane. The motion of the space
craft -leading edge down the cone surface to 
the latch plane is represented by the curve 
labeled D. The force F between vehicle!'� 
varies from a peak of nearly 300 pounds for 
this case, to a small grazing valtie after 
about 0.4 second. The figure also shows the 
inertial angular rateR produced by F for each 
vehicle ; these rates were initially zero. At 
about 1.5 seconds the spacecraft reaches the 
base of the docking cone. and the mathemati
cal model no longer applies. The impact 

essentially has 2-degree-of-freedom charac
teristics after thiR point. The damper strokes 
are not shown on the figure but are available 

0 
. 8  Time. sec 

1.2 

6 

<( ·CD 
2 • 

1.6 
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FtGURE 5-5.-Typical response w ith stabilization systems off. Ini ti al condi tions : horizontal veloci ty = 1.5 ft/sec ; ver tical velocity = 0.5 ft/sec ; 
D = distance travelt!d b y  spacecraft leadin� edge along the docki mr cone ; 9 c = spacecraft ine r ti al angu l ar r ate ; 9 . = tar�et-vehicle iner tial ang u l ar rate ; F = force betWeen the spacecraft and tar get vehicle. 

from the program. The maximum single
point contact load between the vehicles was 
determined to be approximately 800 pounds, 
and occurred when the spacecraft impacted 
on the bottom side of the docking cone ap
proximately 1 foot from the latch plane. 

Figure 5-6 shows the effect of having the 
stabilization systems of both vehicles on dur
ing docking. This case has the same initial 
conditions as the previous case when the 

stabilization systems were off. The main dif
ference in vehicle response between the two 
cases is that the spacecraft attitude rate is 
now reduced to the 0.2 deg/sec deadband 

level instead of maintaining the 3.5 deg/sec 
level shown in figure 5-5. The target vehicle, 
on the other hand, acquires a slightly higher 
attitude rate with the systems on. The higher 
rate occurs because the spacecraft system is 
the more powerful and, in stabilizing the 
spacecraft. it overpowers the stabilization 
attempts of the target-vehicle system. Conse
quently, by the time the spacecraft reaches 
the latch plane, larger angular eccentricities 
between the vehicles result with the stabili
zation systems on rather than off and assum
ing the same errors at initial contact. This 
becomes less important when the ease with 
which the pilot can control initial errors in 
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FIGURE 5-6.-Typical response w ith stabil ization sys. terns on. Initial conditions: horizontal velocity = 
1 .5 ft/sec ; vertical velocity = 0.5 ft/sec; D = distance traveled b y  spacecraft leadi ng edge along the docking cone ; e., = spacecraft inerti al ang u l ar rate ; 9 .  = target-vehicle ine r tial angular rate : 
F' = force between the spacecraft and target vehicle . 
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the stabilized mode is compared with the un
stabilized mode. Simulator training showed 
better pilot control when docking in the 
spacecraft rate-damping mode (the stabi
lized case) than in the direct mode (the 
unstabilized case ) .  

While the 8-degree-of-freedom study was 
being made, a docking test was conducted 
with a 14-scale dynamic model. The objec
tives were to confirm the design of the dock
ing system by providing the following 
information: 

( 1 )  Stability of the shock-absorbing 
modes 

(2) Maximum loads in shock-absorbing 
sy::�tem components 

(3) Time histories of the accelerations of 
each vehicle in all rigid-body 6 degrees of 

freedom 

(4) Angular and linear misalinement lim
iting values for latching the two vehicles 

( 5)  Adequacy of the proposed spring anti 
damper characteristics of the shock-absorb

ing system 

( 6) Adequacy of the mathematical model 
used in the analytical studies 

Each vehicle was represented by a 1,4-scale 

model with a rigid-body mass and moment

of-inertia simulation. Other scale factors 

used in designing the model::� are listed in 

table 5-I. 
The kinematics of the model's shock-at

tenuation system closely duplicated the kine

matics of the full-scale system, and the 

springs and dampers were dynamically 

scaled. The docking-cone surface was coated 

with the same dry-film lubricant planned for 

use on the full-scale system ; similarly, the 

leading edge of the Rendezvous and Recov

ery Section of the spacecraft model was cov

ered with a layer of fiber glass. 

· Each model was supported at the center of 

gravity by a low-friction gimbal device sus

pended by a 30-foot cable from a zero spring

rate mechanism. The device provided each 

model with the rigid-body 6 degrees of free-

TABLE 5-I.-Docking Model Scale Factors 

Scale factor. 

_____ 
P
_
a
_

ra
_m_

e
_te_

r 
____ j model/prototype 

Assigned : 
Length ......... , ............................ . 
Time ............... ........................... . 

Mass .......................................... . 

Derived: 
Velocity .................................... . 

Acceleration ............................. .. 

Spring rate ........... ................ ._ .. 

Kinetic friction ........................ . 
Preload force ........................... .. 

Moment of inertia ................. .. 
Angular velocity ....................... , 

Angular acceleration ............. .. 

Velocity-squared damp 
constant. 

1/4 
1/4 
1/100 

1/1 
4/1 
4/25 
1/25 
1/25 
1/1600 
4/1 

16/1 

1/25 

dom required for simulating the orbital 
condition. 

The tests confirmed the docking-system de
sign in every aspect. The 8-degree-of-freedom 

analytical model was verified. This was de

�irable before the equations of motion were 
extended to include the stabilization systems 
of the vehicles, since a model test with active 
stabilization systems was not practical. The 
test indicated that angular eccentricities be
tween the vehicles of about 5" at the latch 

plane would permit automatic latch. 

The final development test of the docking 
system was a full-scale test using a Target 

Docking Adapter and a spacecraft Rendez
vous and Recovery Section of the normal pro
duction configurations. The test setup was 
similar to the '4-scale test except that zero 

!lpring-rate suspension mechanisms were not 

used. Each vehicle was suspended as a simple 

pendulum 57 feet in length, the maximum 

working height available. Also, the Target 

Docking Adapter contained an operational 

rigidizing mechanism which automatically 

actuated when all three docking-cone latches 

engaged the spacecraft. All systems per

formed satisfactorily during the test and 

favorably agreed with previous analytical 

and 1/�-!lcale-model studies. 
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Design Considerations for Maneuvering the 
Docked Vehicle 

During maneuvers, the critical loading 
condition on the docked vehicle was the bend
ing moment at the spacecraft/target..vehicle 
latch joint. Two separate conditions pro
duced design-limit loads. The first was the 
target-vehicle Primary Propulsion System 
engine performing a hard-over gimbal mo
tion and remaining in the hard-over position. 
This malfunction produced the maximum 
bending moment at the latch joint, 117 500 
inch-pounds. The bending moment, combined 
with the associated axial load of 11 000 
pounds due to engine thrust, defined the de
sign-limit load for the compression load paths 
of the docking:-adapter structure and also for 
some stringer structure in the spacecraft 
Rendezvous and Recovery Section. 

The second design condition resulted from 
terminating the Primary Propulsion System 
thrust at various times after initiation of the 
hard-over movement, and then. determining 
the_ thrust termination time that yielded 
maximum bending at the latch joint with 
thrust completely terminated. The

. 
maximum 

bending moment (97 000 inch-pounds) with 
no accompanying axial load defined the de
sign-limit load for the tension linkages in the 
mooring structure. 

Using the test setup shown in figure 5-7, 
the Target Docking Adapter and the space
craft Rendezvous and Recovery Section were 
qualified for ultimate load levels correspond
ing to the limit loads previously described. 
Instead of the usual 1.36 factor of safety for 
defining ultimate loads from limit loads, n 
factor of 1.5 was employed to account for the 
possible use of heavier spacecraft later in the 
Gemini Program. 

A bending moment was applied in incre
ments from 10 percent to ultimate about the 
horizontal axis, so that the bottom docking 
latch was placed in tension; no axial load wa=
applied. The loading qualified the tension 
linkages in the docki : ·-adapter mooring 
structure. 

FIGURE 5-7.-Maneuve�in� loads qualification test. 

Starting from zero loading, limit axial and 
shear loads were applied. Limit bending mo
ment was applied, in increments of 10 per
cent, about the horizontal axis to place the 
bottom docking fitting in compression. The 
axial and shear loads were then increased to 
ultimate levels. Finally, the bending moment 
was increased to failure. Failure, in the form 
of buckling of two stringers adjacent to the 
bottom docking fitting on the spacecraft Ren
dezvous · and Recovery Section, occurred at 
227 percent of limit bending moment. This 
loading qualified the compression load paths 
of the Target Docking Adapter and the Ren
dezvous and Recovery Section. 

Considering that the Gemini spacecraft 
would be a rather awkward payload for an 
Agena, it was reasonable to expect that the 
original Agena control system might be un
satisfactory. Based upon an initial e�timate 
of 5 cycles per second for the first body bend-
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ing frequency of the moored configuration, 
stability studies indicated that an inadequate 
gain margin existed in this mode. The Agena 
autopilot system was modified by adding a 
5-cycle-per-second attenuation filter to the 
electrical compensation networks. Later esti
mates. however, indicated that the actual 
first bending frequency was considerably 
lower than the estimated 5 cycles per second 
and was closet· to 3 cycles per second·. This 
seriously affected the performance of the 
newly designed control system. 

As shown in figure 5-8, the new control 
s.vstem failed to provide a minimum desir
able gain margin of 6-dB and 25° phase mar
gin in the dominant rigid-body mode for the 
applicable damping values of the first bend
ing mode of the system. As computed here, 
gain margin is 10 times the common loga
rithm of the ratio of the upper critical gain 
to the lower; that is, a ratio of 4 gives 6 dB. 
The upper critical g-ain corresponded to in
stability of the first bending mode, and the 
lower gain corresponded to rigid-body in-

- stability. The dashed portions of the figure 
are extrapolated values obtained from the 
actual damping regime that was studied. To 
improve the gain margin available. the con
trol system was modified by altering the con
figuration of the lead-lag network to 
accommodate the 3-cycle-per-second first 
bending frequency. The gain margins were 
significantly increased. 

To determine the structural rlynamic char
acteristics of the docked configuration, a 
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study. 

ground vibration test was conducted using 
the test setup shown in figure 5-9. The space
craft was moored to a Target Docking 
Adapter bolted to a target-vehicle forward 
auxiliary rack that was cantilevered from the 
laboratory fioor. Data from this cantilevered 
configuration were then related to the actual 
�p�1cecraft target-vehicle free-free configura
tion, which could not be conveniently simu
lated in the laboratory. Various axial load 
and docking-adapter bending-moment condi
tions were simulated to correspond with in
puts from the target-vehicle Primary 
Propulsion System. The data of primary im
portance were those needed in the Primary 
Propulsion System stability study-minimum 
first bendin�-mode frequency and damping, 
and maximum cross-axis coupling. The mini
mum first free-free bending-mode frequency 
wa� determined to be 3.3 cycles per second. 
The damping ratio (C .. C..) of the first mode 
varied considerably ·with test conditions from 

f'IGURE 5-!>.-Moored configuration ground vibration 

test. 
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a minimum of nearly 3 percent to a maxi
mum of almost 5 percent. A minimum damp
ing ratio of 2.34 percent was used in the 
study to account for possible high-tempera
ture effects on the docking-adapter dampers. 
The cross-axis response in the test configura
tion was frequently 50 percent of the in-axis 
response, indicating that spring coupiing 
coefficients of 3 to 6 percent should be in
cluded in the stability study equations of 
motion. Inclusion of the spring coupling 
effect in the study showed it to be only 
slightly destabilizing; this effect is included 
in figure 5-8. 

lnfJight Bending-Mode Test 

When it bec�me apparent that the original 
Agena control system was going to perform 
marginally during the docked Primary Pro
pulsion System firings, a simple test was de
vised to determine inflight values of the first 
bending-mode frequency, damping, and 
cross-axis coupling. Determination of these 
parameters under actual flight conditions 
would have increased the confidence in the 
gain margins for this system (fig. 5-8) . 
When the decision was made to replace the 
standard control system with a modified sys
tem, the inflight bending-mode test was re
tained in the flight plan as a final check on 
the docked configuration structural param
eters. 

The test was performed during the Gemini 
X mission. After the spacecraft and target 
vehicle were docked and rigidized, the com
mand pilot fired a pair of spacecraft pitch
plane attitude thrusters for 3 seconds ; this 
was immediately followed by a 3-second fir
ing of the opposing pair of pitch-plane 
thrusters. The procedure produced three 
separate sets of vibrational motions for the 
first bending mode of the vehicles. Each set 
contained about 1 0  cycles. The same pro
cedure was repeated in the yaw plane of the 
docked vehicles. Accelerometers having full
scale values of 0.02g were located in the 
spacecraft adapter section to sense the vibra-

tions. The accelerometer signals were trans
mitted through the spacecraft telemetry 
system to a ground network station. The net
work station relayed the signals, in real time, 
to the Manned Spacecraft Center where the 
data were evaluated prior to the first firing 
of the target-vehicle Primary Propulsion 
System. 

Table 5-11 compares the inflight test data 
with corresponding data from the cantilever 
ground test. The first bending-mode fre
quency was 4 cycles per second and was about 
10 percent higher than the frequency indi
cated from the ground test at corresponding 
amplitudes of vibration. Due to the thrusters 
firing, the moored vehicle was bent through 
an angle of 1 minute at the docking-adapter 
latch. The observed damping ratios varied 
from approximately 4.5 to 6.5 percent and 
were considerably higher than the ground
test value of about 3 percent. The differences 

could have been caused by low temperatures 
that .sharply Increased the contribution of 
the dampers to the total damping of the first 
bending mode. The temperature of the 

. dampers was unknown. Cross-axis coupling 
was evident and was approximately the same 
level as indicated in the ground test. Since 
all measured values of frequency and damp
ing were higher than the predicted values, 
and cross coupling was equal to the predicted 
values, the configuration was considered safe 
for maneuvers using the target-vehicle Pri
mary Propulsion System. 

TABLE 5-II.-CompaTison of lnftight Data 

With Ground-Test Data 

Spring-
Test 

1 Frequency, Damping ratio. I couplin� 
cps percent coefficient, 

percent 

Ground 3.3 3 (Ambient 3 to n  
temperature ) 

Infli�ht 4.0 4.5 to 6.5 3 to 6 
' (Temperature 

1 unknown) I 
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Target-DorkinfC Simulation,. ami Training 
The next evaluation of the target-docking 

systems was simulator training by the flight 
crews to develop proficiency for the docking 
and docked maneuvering phases of the actual 
flight. The first training phase was performed 
on the Translational and Docking Simulator 
which provided a full-scale simulation of 
close-in formation flying and docking maneu
vers. 

Differences· in orbit-plane positions be
tween the two vehicles were provided by 
lateral translation of the spacecraft mockup. 
A displacement of 22 feet either side of the 
center position was available. Differences in 
orbit altitude were represented by the verti
ca

.
l movement of the target-vehicle mockup 

wtth a total displacement capability of 33 
feet. Closing or opening rates were simu
lated by moving the target vehicle toward or 
away from the spacecraft along a 125-foot 
horizontal track. Docking, latching, and 
rigidizing were accomplished with hardware 
similar to that to be used on the flight ve
hicle. Relative attitudes of both vehicles 
were provided by the ability of the spacecraft 
to move in aU three axes : 45° to either side 
in yaw, 45 to either side in roll. and 40 
down and 50· up in pitch. 

The realism of the docking simulator was 
successfully demonstrated by comparing the 
conditions observed through the. window of 
the trainer with those observed during the 
actual flights. The simulated closing and 
docking sequence started from a position 
slightly left of and below the target vehicle. 
The command pilot first maneuvered the 
spacecraft to aline the two vehicles, then 
translated forward with a relative velocity 
of approximately 1 ft, sec. The docking cone 
and docking bar adjusted for small aline
ment errors at impact and the docking cone 
absorbed the impact loads. After impact 
oscillations were damped, the spacecraft and 
target-vehicle mockups were rigidized and 
prepared for combined maneuvers. 

Another part of the docking training was 
crew recognition of the status and safety of 

the systems in the target vehicle, and of the 
mooring system of the Target Docking 
Adapter. Visual observation of the target
vehicle status display (fig. 5-10) ,  located 
above the docking cone, provided this infor
mation. Fig-ure 5-10 shows a normal system 
condition as observed before docking. Green 
DOCK and PWR lights indicate that the 
mooring system is satisfactory for docking. 
The target-vehicle systems are verified bv the 
green MAIN light, indicating that th� hy
draulic system pressure and the differential 
pressure between fuel and oxidizer are nor
mal ; by the green SEC HI and SEC LO 
lights, indicating that the Second<�ry Propul
sion System is in a satisfactory condition ; 
and by the green A TT light indicating that 
the target-vehicle cold-gas attitude svstem is 
activated. Upon docking, the gree� DOCK 
li.l!ht is deenergized :  when the vehicles are 
rigidized H green RIGID light is observed. 

The second training phase was directed 
toward utilizing the target-vehicle systems 
principally for attitude and translationai 
maneuvers of the combined vehicles. This 
training was performed on the Gemini Mis
sion Simulator at the Manned Spacecraft 
Center. The flight-crew control of the target 
vehicle and of the mooring system was 
through the encoder and docking-adapter 
controls, as illustrated on the spacecraft in
strument display in figure 5-11 .  The docking
arlapter controls on the center control panel 

FIGURE !i-10.-Tarj!et-vchicle status display panel. 
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' 
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FIGURE 5--11.-Spaeecraft instrument display. 

were utilized for backup to the automatic 
rigidizing sequence and encoder-commanded 
unrigidizing signal. The crew used the en
coder (located below the right-switch/cir
cuit-breaker panel) to send commands to the 
target-vehicle propulsion, guid::mce, and 

electriical power systems. Approximately 100 
commands could be sent to the target vehicle, 
and the sequence of the commands was sig
nificant.; consequently. this phase of training 
was a major task. 

Table 5-III shows an example of the se
quenc�e of commands required to perform a 
posigrade maneuver with the Primary Pro
pulsion System. Before this sequence could 
be initiated, the spacecraft had to be con
figured for the maneuver. The spacecraft and 
target: vehicle were then maneuvered to the 
prope1r heading; the Attitude Control System 
was adjusted for a Primary Propulsion Sys
tem fi1ring and for the desired velocity input ; 
and thte engine was activated. Sixteen seconds 
after the command to fire the Primary Pro
pulsion System. the Secondary Propulsion 
System fired to establish the proper ullage 
configuration. The Primary Propulsion Sys
tem initiate would not occur until 84 seconds 
after the PPS ON command, with automatic 

TABLE 5-III.-Posigra-de Maneuve1· With the Primar·y Propulsion System 

Spacecraft J 
command no. 1 

361 
310 

321 

Command title 

Time = translation minus 30 min 

Geocentric rate normal 
Roll horizon sensor to yaw 
Inertial Reference Package ON 

Horizon sensor to yaw 
In phase 

---------1----------------------- ---- -
4i0 
310 

Attitude Control System gain low 
Roll horizon sensor to yaw 
Inertial Reference Package O N  

370 Attitude Control System pressure low 
460 Attitude deadband narrow 

271 Power relay reset 

041 
471 
371 
271 
201 

Time = translation minus 3 min 

Record data 
Attitude Control System gain high, docked 
Attitude

. 
Control System pressure high 

Power relay reset 
Agena lltatua display on bril!'ht 

Function 

Establish proper heading for posi
�rade maneuver 

Establish necessary attitude con
trol for Primary Propulsion Sys
ter firing 

Final system commands to lockout 
Target Docking Adapter, and 
prepare status display panel 
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TABLE 5-III.-Posigrade Maneuver With the Primary Propulsion System-Concluded 

Spacecraft j 
command no. Command title Function 

Time = translation time 

601 Primary Propulsion System O N  

Time = translation plus 1 6  sec 

Time = translation plus 84 see 

When inertiol velocity indicator zero& : 
ENGINE, STOP 

Secondary Propulsion System ON 
occurs 

Primary Propulsion System ini
tiate occurs 

Primary Propulsion System shut
down, backup to automatic shut
down 

Time = end of translation plus 2 sec 

500 
460 
370 
461 
271 

I Primary Propulsion System cutoff 
Attitude Control System gain low 
Attitude Control System pressure low 
Attitude Control System deadband wide 
Power relay reset 

shutdown occurring after the desired velocity 
was achieved. A backup to the engine shut
down was performed by the flight crew by 
placing the engine switch to STOP. After 
shutdown the Primary Propul::;ion System 
was deactivated and the Attitude Control 
System was transferred to a nonthrusting 
configuration. 

Crew training for the rendezvous and 
docking portions of the Gemini X, XI, and 

XII missions consumed an average of 89 
hours per mission. This time would be ap
proximately doubled if it included the docked 
maneuvering simulation training at Kennedy 
Space Center. 

Docking and Undocking Flight Experience 

Actual flight experience with docking and 
undocking of the spacecraft and target ve
hicle demonstrated that the design was 
sound, that testing had been adequate, and 
that crew training had provided a high de-

Disable the Primary Propulsion 
System and reset attitude con
trol for nonthrusting operation 

gre
'
e of proficiency. Gemini VIII was the first 

mission in which a Gemini Agima Target 
VehiclE! was placed in orbit. After a success
ful rendezvous and final station keeping, the 
followtng events occurred. The spacecraft 
was maneuvered to a position directly in line 
with the Target Docking Adapter at a dis
tance of approximately 3 feet. The spacecraft 

attitud·e control system was in the rate com
mand r:node. After the command pilot had in
spected! the status panel, the docking cone. 
and the latches, he initiated the final ap

proach by firing the aft-firing maneuver en
gines. Contact occurred with less than 2 
inches of linear displacement, and with very 
little angular misalinement at a velocity of 
about % ft/sec. Onboard sequence pictures 
of the event show a smooth operation with no 
evident reaction by the target vehicle. The 
latches appeared to engage immediately, fol
lowed by cone retraction and illumination of 
the rigid light. The Target Docking Adapter 
data indicate accelerations less than Ig 
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peak-to-peak in the horizontal and vertical 
axes, and Jess than 1/2& in the longitudinal 
axis. About 1/:1 hour later, a spacecraft atti
tude-control problem caused an unscheduled 
emergency undocking. Although the com
bined vehicle rates at this time were 3 deg/ 
sec in pitch. 2.5 deg, sec in yaw, and 5 deg/ 
sec in roll, the undocking was smooth and 
orderly. 

With one minor exception. all docking and 
undocking operations during the Gemini X, 
XI, and XII missions were equally smooth 
and uneventful. The exception was the second 
docking during Gemini XII. Flight-crew ob
servations, onboard sequence pictures, and 
telemetry data indicate that the following 
probably occurred during this docking. Final 
approach of the spacecraft to the Target 
Docking Adapter was at a low velocity, and 
the point of contact was somewhat low. These 
factors caused the bottom docking latch to 
engage; however, the relative motion be
tween the two vehicles stopped and the upper 
two latches did not engage. Sensing this, the 
command pilot immediately fired the aft
firing engines ; but because the two vehicles 
were in contact, the thrust was insufficient to 
complete the dock. After about 40 seconds of 
unsuccessful maneuvers, a pitchup maneuver 
coupled with forward-firing engines caused 
successful separation. This condition had 
been encountered during tests and it was 
recognized that it could occur in flight ; how
ever, tests demonstrated that maneuvers. 
such as successfully employed in this case, 
would either separate the vehicles or would 
complete the dock, and no design changes 
were made. 

An unexplained anomaly occurred after 
the second undocking maneu\'er during the 
Gemini XI mission. The undocking was ac
complished by direct hardline signal from the 
spacecraft. Postseparation telemetry data in
dicated that the latche!'l of the Target Dock
ing Adapter had not reset; this was con
firmed by crew observation." The crew re
cycled the unrigidized sequence using il 
radiofrequency command, and proper r� 
setting followed. No further difficultie� oc-

curred but the hardline command was not 
used for the remaining undockings on this 
flight. 

On all missions, while in the docked con
figuration, attitude control was excellent 
when using the various modes provided by 
both vehicles. Spacecraft rate command was 
used for random maneuvers when relatively 
fast operation was desired ; very precise, but 
slow, cardinal-heading changes were made 
using the target-vehicle gyrocompassing ma
neuver. Spacecraft fixed-attitude control 
modes, such as platform or platform with 
orbital rate, provided good general control 
of the vehicles. However. for very precise 
pointing of the docked vehicles such as was 
required during photography, the target
vehicle Attitude Control System in the iner
tial mode was far superior to anything ob
tainable from the spacecraft systems. Be
cause of the constant need to conserve space
craft propellants for later phases of the mis
sions, the target-vehicle control system wa>; 
used whenever possible. 

. One of the most exciting aspects of the 
entire Gemini Program, and the primary rea
son for rendezvous and docking, was the 
capability to utilize the target-vehicle pro
pulsion systems to greatly increase the 
maneuvering potential of the manned ve
hicle. This capability was not exercised on 
Gemini VIII because of the spacecraft con
trol problem. However, Gemini X made very 
good use of this capability. First, as previ
ously stat�'.:J. an infiight test wa>; performed 
to assun that the <iynamic characteristic!' 4>f 
the docke<i configuration would permit !'afe 
use of the target-vehicle Primary Propulsion 
Sy�tem .  Three Primary Propulsion System 
man�uvers and three Secondary Propulsion 
System maneuvers were performed on 
Gemini X. The maneuvers were all part of 
litE' highly successful and spectacular dual 
r�nc:tttz.vous of the docked vehicles with the 
Gemini VUI passive target vehicle which had 
been in orbit 4 months. Table 5-IV outlines 
thf' purposes of these maneuvers, the in
cxeas�d velocities realized. and the resulting 
orbital changes. It should be noted that the 
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actual velocities gained during the Gemini X 
firings were greater than the command val
ues. The error was caused by a characteristic 
of the target-vehicle velocity meter that al
lowed velocity errors to build up when the 
meter was activated for relatively long 
periods ( 4 minutes) of time prior to a firing. 
On subsequent flights, the velocity meter was 
activated only 20 seconds prior to a tiring and 
was set with a positive null torque in�tead of 
a negative value. 

The modified lead/lag stabilizing networks 
of the target vehicle were first utilized in the 
Gemini VIII mission. Larger-than-expected 
initial yaw-attitude transients were noted 
during the undocked Primary Propulsion 
System firings. The transients, in conjunc
tion with the slow response of the autopilot, 
were directly related to the offset angle be
tween the vehicle center of gravity and the 
geometric alinement axes measured from the 
engine gimbal point. Relatively large vehicle 
displacements and rates were required to 
position the engine so that the thrust vector 
would pass through the center of gravity. 

The vehicle excursions represent the normal 
control-loop linear response in the presence 
of center-of-gravity offsets. A typical atti
tude response is presented in figure 5-12. The 
target vehicle for the Gemini VIII mission 
had particularly large yaw center-of-gravity 
offsets because running light batteries were 
added to assist in-orbit visual sighting by the 
flight crew. In-plane and out-of-plane velocity 
error::; re::;ulteci from attitude transients 
caused by Primary Propulsion System firing 
and from affected orbital maneuvering' accu
racies. 

On missions subsequent to Gemini VIII. 
the center-of-gravity offset problem was 
minimized by adding ballasts on the target 
vehicle to locate the center of gravity at the 
approximate inter:-:;ection of the lateral geo
metric alinement axes. Offsets were reduced 
to within alinement and center-of-gravity 
location uncertainties of the system. From 
target-vehicle insertion firing data. the mag
nitude of the heading errors resulting from 
alinement uncertainties could be approxi
mated tt• provide inftight proJ.rraming correc-

TABLE 5-IV.-Docked Maneu.vers Durino (;emim· X 
-----------.------------------· - - - --

Maneuvt>r 

Pha..<�e adjust. N rn• 

Height adjust, N,.. "' 

Circularization, N � n 

Phase adjust, N ,., 

Plane change, N � ,.. 

Phase adjust, N r.o 

Initiation of 
maneuvPr Resultin� 

ground Ll'nl{t h ,,r DPsirt>cl Actual nrhit 
Plapsed j firing. vPiocity, ! vt>lociry, ,. apogee 

timP. �"C I ftn�er ! ft �PC perige_e, 
hr:min:sec I , n, mt. 

-- -··- --- ---- t ·--·-j-- --···-- l'- - -- ; _____ _ 

Primary 7:;{1'::!4 13 �:-!0.0 4:.!:!.6 . �.1:! 158 .. "> 
Propulsion • i 
System i I 

Primary 20:20:1:! o 1 :)40.0 , 
Propulsion 
Sy&tem 

Primary 
Propulsion 
System 

Secondary 
Propulsion 
System 

Secondary 
Propulsion 
System 

Secondary 
Propul11ion 
Sy!:tem 

:.!!!::!7:06 I 
I 

:!:.!:�.i:!l6 . 

-'I :04:�6 

" '"''" i 
I 

I 
.. 7.).7 I . 

I 1 
H) 7.7 

I 

I X  . 14.8 

:!.') 

:.!0:">.:) 1;)8.-1 

:-�·> •> \ .... ..... I :.?08.7 .':!03.9 

fl.i l 
209.�· ;:!05.0 

16.0 :?09.f• 1205.0 

4.4 :!OH.ii, 20:i.ii 
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FIGURE 5-12.-Typical docked attitude t·esponst' 

during fil'in�. 

tions for �ubsequent firings. Vehicle dynamic 
performance and the stabilizing influence 
which the modified leadt lag compen!iation 
network had upon the first body bending 
mode were as predicted in early stability 
studies. Except for the slow reRponse, the 
maneuvers were satisfactory in all respects. 
The crew reported that the experience of 
accelerating backward produced no discom
fort, and described the maneuvers as very 
thrilling. Table 5-V shows the three Primary 
Propulsion System maneuvers that were per
formed during Gemini XI to achieve the 
high-altitude apogee of 742 nautical miles. 
It should be noted that the modified velocit�· 
meter procedures resulted in ver�' accurate 
velocities on this flight. 

Onboard sequence pictures of the long 
firing to achieve the high altitude confirmed 
the crew description of visual effects of fir
ing the Primary Propulsion System. The en
gine start was characterizerl by sparks, a 
yellow glow, and considerable visible flame. 

As full engine operation was reached, visible 
light was almost completely extinguished. 
Upon termination of the firing, the engine 
tailoff produced a display as spectacular as 
the ignition phase. 

Concluding Remarks 

From the experience in the Gemini Pro
gram relative to the operational characteris
tics of the docked configuration, seve1·al sig
nificant conclusions are apparent. 

( 1) The maneuvering and subsequent 
docking of spacecraft in orbit is practical and. 
when a proper design exists, is a relatively 
easy task. 

(2) The joining of manned vehicles to un
manned craft containing large propulsion 
units can provide large maneuver capabilit�· 
where launch payload constraints prevent a 
combined launch. 

(3) The development of docking and 
docked maneuvers of the Gemini spacecraft 
and the•Gemini Agena Target Vehicle was in 
many respects a remarkable example of en
gineering success. It was a venture into an 
entirely new area of operation

-
. No prior tech

nology was applicable. It haci all the impedi
ments anci interfaces of a comhined effort by 
several large prime contractors. their sub
contractors, and �everal GovPrnment agen
cies. Yet, most of the potential p1·oblems 
were eliminated in the drafting room, a few 
were discovered and corrected during test. 
and some were removed at the conference 
table. The efforts were culminated rluring the 
flight operation:-; when all design parameter� 
were easily met and problems were few. 

TABLE 5-V.-Docked Maneuve1·s Using Primary P1'0PltL'Iion System Duriug Gemini XI 
--------- --- --------

r nitiation or 
maneuver Length or 

Effect or maneuver ground elap!led firing, 
De:�ired 
velocity, 

rt/sec 

Actual 
velocity, 

ft /set" 
Re:�ulting orbit 
apogee/perigee, 

n. mi. 

Plane change. 

Rai� apogee 

Lower apogee 

time, hr:min:sec sec 
------ ------·- - -

4:28:48 

40:30:1:) 

43:il2:ii5 

- - ---· - - --- · -- - -·- -----

3 

�!) 

�2.5 

110.0 

920.0 

920.0 

109.8 

919.6 

919.47 

164.2/154.6 

741.5/156.3 

164.2/154.6 



6. OPERATIONS WITH TETHERED SPACE VEHICLES 

By DAVID D. LANG, Fli[!ht Crew Support Division. rV ASA Munn1�d Spacecraft Center: und RoGER K. 
NoLTING. Dynamics En{!ineer. McDonnell Airr.raft Corp. 

In troduction 

Basically, two modes of tethered space
vehicle operations were explored in the 
Gemini Program. One mode of operation 
consisted of intentionally inducing an angu
lar velocity in ·the tethered system by trans
lational thrusting with the spacecraft pro
pulsion system. The other mode involved 
tethered, drifting flight during which the 
effect of gravity gradient on the motion of 
the system was of'interest. These two modes 
of tethered-vehicle operation will be indi
vidually discussed. 

RotatinJ,r Tethered Vehicles 

The tether evaluation in the rotationHI 
mode waR accomplished during the Gemini 
XI mission. This exercise was to evaluate the 
basic feasibility of rotating tethered-vehicle 
operations as the operations might apply to 
generating artificial gravity or to station 
keeping. The exercise consisted of connect
ing the spacecraft and target vehicle with a 
100-foot Dacron tether, and then u�ing the 

translational thrusting capability of the 
spacecraft propulsion system to induce a mu
tual rotation. The result of this mutual rota
tion was that the vehicles essentially 
maintained a constant separation at the enclll 
of the tether. Figure 6-1 is an illustration of 
the spacecraft target-vehicle tethered con
figuration. 

Analytical Sludies 

The analytical studies made in �upport of 
the rotating tethered-vehicle exercise con
si�ted of two di:-•tinct pha::les. The first phase 

was a general exploration of the properties 
of tethered-vehicle dynamics. The second 
phase consi�ted of an analysis of the specific 
spacecraft tar�et-vehicle tethered configura
tion of th� Gemini X I  and XII missions. Pri
marily, the analytical �tudies were made 
using a 12-degree-of-freedom digital com
puter program. This program numerically 
integrated the equations of motion of two 
rigid bodies, each having 6 degrees of free
dom and connected b.v an elastic tether. The 
pro�ram allowed the bodies to have arbitra-r�· 
ma�l' pr<lpertie:-;, and the tether attachment 
points to be arbitrarily specified. The tether 
was mathematically described as a massless 
spring obeying a linear force-elongation re
lationship, and as exhibiting a linear dash
pot-type damping property. Since a model 
for the dynamic behavior of the tether was 
not included in the analysis, tether motions 
were not predictable from these studies. In 

this particular analy�is, it was assumed that 
the only significant external forces ori the 
system were control force� exerted by the 
spacecraft control system. This assumption 
elimi nated g-ravity fot·ce.->. which were shown 

Ftr.unE 1\-1.-Gemini spacecraftltar�ret-vehiele 
lethered confi�.rut·ation. 
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to have negligible effect on short-term tether 
operations such as spinup and despin ma
neuvers. These studies predicted the dynamic 
behavior of tethered-system res:ponse to ini
tial conditions and to simple, digitally simu
la• 'U. control-system inputs ; however, there 
was need for a study to reflect th•e interaction 
of man with the tethered system. 

To supplement the digital studies, a 12-
degree-of-freedom, real-time, man-in-the
loop simulation of the tether p•roblem was 
implemented. This simulation was used to 
study the effects of pilot real-tim•e inputs into 
the motion of a tethered-vehicle system by 
means of an attitude and translational con
trol system. Information about 1the dynamic 
behavior of the tethered system was obtained 
from manual attempts to spin up the system, 
to control oscillations. and to despin the 
system. 

P1·ope1·ties of fpf/in·ed-vekicle dmlamh;s.

The first study phase resulted in the estab
lishment of the basic feasibil.ity of the 
tethered-vehicle exercise. Two 1·isdd bodies 
connected by a single elastic tether y.rere 
found to have no alarming dynamic charac
teristics. The tethered system, however, was 
found to exhibit oscillational motions that 
wer� very complex and peculiar but which 
could be controlled to some extent with the 
spacecraft attitude-control system. The most 
interesting result-. of the first p'hase of the 
study were that tether damping was not very 
effective for reducing the attitude oscillations 
of a rotating tethered system, and that tether 
damping was quite effective in eliminating 
a slack/taut tether oscillational condition. 
These two properties of tethered-system mo
tion are illustrated in figures 6-2 and 6-3. 

Figure 6-2 illustrates two sp.inup start-. 
which were identical. except that damping 
was present in the tether in one case, and no 
damping was present in the other case. The 
figure also presents a time history , .f tension 
in the tether, and the yaw angle o:f �he space
craft relative to the target vehicle. [t can be 
seen that while the tension in the tether was 
strongly affected by damping. Utt' attitude 

oscillation was relatively insensitive to tether 
damping. 

Figure 6-3 illustrates the effectiveness uf 
tether damping in eliminating a slack 'taut 
tether mode of oscillation. This run started 
with an initially slack tether that quickly be
came taut, causing the slack. taut tether 
oscillation. A time history of the distance be
tween tether attachment points is provided. 
Since the um;tretched tether leqgth was 100 

---Without damping 

2' 
-- With damping 

� 40 "' 
c;, c: "' 

0 

0 50 100 
Time. sec 

150 

FIGURE 1\-2.-Eff\-et of tether damping on the 
attitude oscillations of tethereo systems. 
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Ftr.URE fi-:L-Effect of tethtor dnmpm�r on slack/taut 
oscillations. 
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feet in this run, any time the !iistance be
tween the tether attachment points was less 
than 100 feet the tether was slack. It is ap
parent from figure 6-3 that with no tether 
damping, the slack taut condition continued 
throughout the run; but with tether damping, 
the slack/taut condition was quickly con
trolled and resulted in a constantly taut tether 
condition. 

Spacect·a..ft ta�·.qet-vehicle tethm·erl co11 fig
n1·ation.-The second phase of the analytical 
study involved choosing a specific configura
tion for the spacecraft 1target-vehicle teth
ered system. The selection of a specific con
figuration primarily involved the hardware 
and operational aspects. This freedom of 
choice was possible because the first phase 
study verified that a rotating tether-system 
operation was feasible and safe ; besides, at 
this point in time, any possible configuration 
covld be thoroughly studied. The tether 
length was specified as 100 feet as a compro
mise between maintaining safe separation of 
the spacecraft and the target vehicle and for 
minimizing fuel usage to obtain a given angu
lar rate for the system. The tether sizt> and 
material were dictated by an early proJrram 
objective of producing significant artificial 
gravity effects (high tether loads ) .  The 
tether spring rate of 600 pounds per foot was 
intentionally high so the tether could be 
broken by impact loading as a backup means 
of jettisoning- the tether and the· target ve
hicle if the primary jettisoning procedure 
should fail. Dacron webbing with a breaking 
strength of 6000 pounds was chosen as the 
tether material. The tether attachment points 
on the two vehicles were determined on the 
basis of minimum hardware implication on 
the Gemini Prog-ram. Attachin�r the tether to 
the spacecraft clocking bar al);o provide(! a 
convenient scheme for jettisoning the tether. 
After it wa� ciecided that large artificial 
gravity effects would not be attempted in the 
Gemini Program, an BOO-pound break link 
wa� installed in the tether to lower the re
quirements on the spacecraft propulsion sys
tem for impact breakinJr of the tether. The 
final tethered-vehicle configuration was then 

studied analytically to determine specific dy
namic behavior. 

Opl'rational Aspt'cts 

The operational procedure for spinning up 
the tethered spacecraft/target-vehicle sys
tem consisted of backing the spacecraft away 
from the target vehicle until the tether was 
almost taut, then firing the translational 
thrusters to provide thrust on the spacecraft 
normal to the line between the vehicles. This 
imparting of angular momentum to the 
tether•ed �-;ystem generally resulted in a net 
change in velocity of the center of mass of 
the syt�tem, and subsequently changed the 
orbit of the vehicles. This effect would not 
have been present if the system spinup had 
l.Jeen accomplished with a pure coupl e ;  how
ever, due to the passiveness of the target ve� 
hicle in the exercise, the spinup moment on 
the system had to be supplied solely by the 
;;p<�cecraft translation-control system. 

The first complication associated with the 
operational implementation of the spinup 
tether exercise invnlverl the fact that the 
:-;pacecntft lateral translation thrusters had 
a !-1ignificant component of thrust in the for
ward longitudinal direction. As a result, an 
attempt to spin up the system by tiring only 
the lateral thrusters resulted in a significant 
closing rate between the vehicles. This clos
ing rate produced an appreciable period of 
tether slackness. eulminating in an extensive 
l'!lack taut teth�>r oscillatory mode. The 

alternatives tfl this :-;pinup procedure were to 
orient tht• st1acecraf• '"' th<l'. its lateral thrust 
vector was. in fe�cL .wrmal to the line be
tweeJ' th(l vehicle, . nr to ;;imultaneously 
thrust aft anrl l::�tPr::�lJ:. . thus holding the 
teth�r in tension d u rin�t the spinup maneu
ver. Both methncls hctd merit, depending upon 
the d�gree of spin rM.P desi red for the sys
tem. Sinct> the laten;t }lnd aft firing- technique 
wa-.; <•pplicable in :d l cases anrl was opera
tional!,· simple. it v::�:< chosen as the opera
tional technique for ;'pinup of the system. 
Fo1· long--duration spinups, the aft thrusting 
coulrl ht> terminateft �ventuall�·, because the 
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tether would remain taut during the re
maindeJ· of the spinup due to the motion of 
the system. 

During the spinup procedure, attitude con
trol was required to maintain accurate thrust
ing to establish a desired spin plane. After 
the spinup was accomplished . neither the 
safety nor success of the exercise required 
further attitude control. Because tether 
damping did not prove to be an effective 
means of damping attitude oscillations. ac
tive attitude control was required when it 
became desirable to rapidly reduce spacecraft 
oscillations. It was found through simulation 
that the spacecraft control system could ef
fectively reduce the attitude oscillations of 
the spacecraft ; also, when the target vehicle 
was oscillating, those oscillations would ulti
mately be propagated through the tether to 
the spacecraft. 

It was evident from the analyses that a 
differential rolling motion of the spacecraft 
relativ� to the target vehicle would probably 
be excited during the spinup maneuver. This 
mode of oscillation would be difficult to con
trol with the spacecraft attitude-control sys
tem. Probably more difficult to control would 
be a rolling motion in which the target ve
hicle and the spacecraft were rollinp: to
gether. Stopping this latter mode would 
require inducing a relative roll oscillation so 
that the tether could be used as a torsional 
spring which. although weak, would exert a 
roll moment on the passive target vehicle. 
Since mild rolling motions would not jeop
ardize the tether exercise .. there wag no rea
son for undue alarm. 

From a safety-of-operation standpoint. 
establishment of a despin procedure was 
necessary. Such a procedure would enhance 
the probability of successful jettisoning of 
the tether at the termination of the exercise. 
The despin maneuver was essentially the in
verse of the spinup maneuver. One pro
cedure for despinning was to locate the spin 
plane of the system, either visually or with 
bndy-rate information available in the space
craft, and then apply thrust in the spin plane 
and opposite the direction of spin. An alter-

native despin procedure involved applying 
thrust to reduce the line-of-sight rate to zero 
by visual observation of the spacecraft/ 
target-vehicle line-of-sight motion. The de
spin maneuver invariably left the target 
vehicle with residual angular rates when the 
tether eventually became slack ; however. 
this could be controlled by activating the tar
get-vehicle control system in the despin pro
cedure. An interesting phenomenon was 
discovered during the operational studies of 
the despin maneuver. Due to the location of 
the spacecraft attitude-control thrusters, and 
to the fact that attitude control of the space
craft caused tram;lation (the attitude-control 
moments not being couples ) .  it was possible 
to automatically despin the rotating tethered 
�ystem. By activating the rate-command atti
tude-control mode in the spacecraft and by 
commanding zero attitude rates, the attitude
control l'I,Vl'\tem would attempt to drive the 
�pacecraft bod.v rates to zero and produce a 
net translational thrust which slowly, but 
surely, would despin the system. 

Crt>w Training 

The crew training in preparation for the 
�pinup tethered-vehicle exercise was pri
marily familiarization through simulation 
practice. To provide a realistic simulation of 
the interaction of two vehicles tethered to
gether, a real-tiry1e simulation of the tethered
vehicle system was implemented. 

The simulation facility consisted of a high
fidelity crew-station mockup, a planetarium
type projection viRual display. and a 
hybrid-computer complex. The equations of 
motion describing two unconstrained rigirl 
bodies ( 6 degrees of freedom per bod:v) con
nected by a massless elastic cable were solved 
in real time on the hybrid-computer complex. 
This mathematical model included the off
symmetrical tether attachment points on the 
spacecraft and target vehicle, as well as the 
actual inertia properties of the vehicles. Best 
estimates of the tether-spring constant and 
clampinf.! characteristic!' were uRed for the 
training simulations. Tncluderl in the solution 
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of the governing equations of motion was a 
simulation of the spacecraft attitude and 
translational control system. Thjs simulation 
allowed real-time astronaut control inputs to 
properly effect the motions of the tethered 
vehicles. All basic flight instrumentation, as 
well as engineering parameters, were dis
played in real time in the crew station. 

The visual presentation consisted of a 
planetarium-type gimbaled Earth-scene hori
zon and star-field projection. The visual 
presentation of the tar�ret vehicle consisted 
of two spots of light from dual-target pro
jectors. The two spots represented the endx 
of the target vehicle. This presentation al
lowed a visual recognition of maneuvering 
relative to the target vehicle, as well as ob
servation of the attitude oscillations of the 
target vehicle. In flight, the tether would 
supply a visual cue concerning the separation 
distance between the two vehicles; however. 
in simulation, visual representation of the 
tether was not possible and the cue was sup
plied by a display in the crew station. 

The training simulations usually began 
with the spacecraft undocked, but close to 
the target vehicle. The astronaut was then 
required to translate away from the target 
vehicle to a tether-extended position where 
the spinup maneuver would be initiated. 
After the system achieved the desired spin 
rate, the astronaut wal-> free to observe the 
subsequent motions and obtain a feel for the 
behavior of the tethered system. Attitude 
control could be attempted in a direct, pulse, 
or rate.command mode of attitude control. 
Typical training exercises consisted of in
tentionally inducing farge attitude oscilla
tions in the spacecraft by means of the 
attitude-control system. and subsequently 
reapplying control moments to reduce the::.e 
oscillations. Following the:;e maneuvers. the 
astronaut could finish the exercise by prac
ticing the despin procedure. Practice in 
breaking the tether with impact loading waR 
also possible, since tether tension levels re
sulting from various maneuvers were dis
played to the astronaut. 

In addition to the crew training usage of 

the tether simulation, valuable engineering 
knowledge was gained concerning the gen
eral behavior of the tethered systems as well 
as of the specific configuration selected for 
Gemini. It was possible to observe in real 
time the response of a tethered system to 
very complex forcing functions (that is, in
puts by a pilot). Although not directly asso
ciated with the flight maneuvers, the 
functions nevertheless yielded insight into 
the system behavior. The simulation allowed 
the design engineer to personally intervene 
in the scientific :-:.olution of the tether motion 
by way of a control system. The simulation 
was used to determine system response to 
control thrusters stuck in the ON position. 
Before the Gemini XI mission, the simula
tion was used to determine the effects of a 
degraded thruster prior to and in support of 
the actual spinup. Fuel w�age for the spinup 
procedures was also determined in this train
ing simulator. 

Fli�:ht ltt>sultl' 

Durin� the Gemini XI mission, a total 
lateral thrusting of approximately 13 seconds 
Was applied to the tetherec'l system and re
sulted in a system spin rate of approximately 
0.9 degree per second. Slack taut tether 
oscillations were induced during the spin 
following the termination of aft thrusting. 
Thrs was due primarily to the fact that the 
tether tenl»ion a:-;�ociated with the low spin 
rate was smaller than the tether tension in
duced by thrusting aft: hence, at termination 
of aft thrusting, the tether simply catapultecl 
the vehicles toward one another. After 
approximately I I/:! orhits of the Earth, the 
spinup operation was terminated with a 
despin type of maneuver and the tether was 
jettisoned. 

The results of the rotating tethered-vehicle 
maneuverl' during the Gemini XI mission 
were essentially as anticipated. By compar
ing the motion pictures of the maneuvet· 
taken during the misHion with the observa
tions in the training simulation. it is evident 
that the ::�imulation was quite accurate in 
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predicting the general behavior of the 
tethered system. The flight crew found that 
the active damping of oscillations with the 
spacecraft attitude-control system was easier 
in flight than in the training simulation. This 
effect was probably due to the degraded sen
sory information available to the astronaut 
in the simulation as compared with the actual 
flight. It was observed that cable slack/taut 
oscillations damped out more rapidly in 
flight than in the ;-;imulation. This discrep
ancy was traced to a conservative value for 
the tether damping constant which corre
sponded to a room-temperature tether rather 
than a cold tether which would have a higher 
damping constant. As anticipated by analy
sis, the differential roll moti�n between the 
vehicJes did, in fact, occur and was approxi
mately to the extent predicted. 

An interesting event occurred during the 
deployment of the tether. Near the end of 

deployment. a cable-dynamics phenomenon 
known as the �kip-rope effect became sig-nifi
cant. This behavior. although obvious!�· pos-· 
sible, had not IJeen predicted by the .tether 
analyses employed in the design of the tether 
maneuver, since the studies did not include 
tether degrees of freedom. After the skip
rope mode of oscillation subsided, the spinup 
maneuver was successfully conducted with 
no evidence of significant cable-dynamics 
effects, thus confirming the analytical as
sumption that cable dynamics were not sig
nificant in the rotational behavior of this 
particular tethered system. 

Gravity Gradient 

The Jrravity-gradient tether exercise was 
accomplished during- the Gemini XU mission 
to study the feasibility of using j!ravity
gradient effects in the stabilization of 
manned spacecraft. The exercise consisted 
of tethering the orbiting vehicles together. 
then arranginl! the vehicles one above the 
other at the ends of the extended tether (that 
is, along a local vertical ) .  By imparting the 
prop�r relative velocities to the vehicle� in 
this arrangement, the vehicles would pro-

ceed into a constantly taut tether configura
tion and the tethered system would be 
captured by the gravity gradient. This cap
tured behavior would be manifested by 
oscillation of the system about the local 
vertical. 

Analytical Studies 

Analytical studies of the gravity-gradient 
tether exercise ranged from simple feasi
bility studies to fairly sophisticated analyses. 
While the operational feasibility of gravity
stabilized satellites was well established, the 
stability of two rigid bodies tethered to
gether in orbit was questionable. Therefore. 
analytical ::;tudies were first aimed at ex
ploring the basic behavior of a tethered 
system in a j!ravity fielcl. and then at estab
lishing the operational aspects of obtaining 
a gravity-gradient-stabilized tethered sys
tem. 

The first feasibility studies were conducted 
using a mathematical model that consisted of 
two point masses (each with 3 degrees of 
freedom) subject to an inverse-square cen
tral force field. The two point masses were 
assumed to be connected by an elastic tether 
which satisfied a linear force-elongation re
lationship. The equation:-> describing this sys
tem were numerically integrated in a digital 
computer program to )·ield time histories of 
the significant parameters in the analysis. 
This phase of the analytical study established 
that at least two point masses could be 
tethered together anrl g-ravity gradient sta
bilized. This study, of course, had applica
bility to the actual situation since it could be 
argued that two rigid bodies connected with 
a tether of sufficient length woulrl exhibit 
particle-like behavior. Since there was no 
effective damping mechanism in the pro
posed tethered system, and since the gravity
gradient exercise could continue over but a 
few orbits, the success of the exercise was 
strictly a matter of !!iving the tethered sys
tem the proper initial conditions. This being 
the case, the first phase of the study consisted 
of determining the response of the tethered 
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system to various combinations of initial 
conditions. 

The initial conditions for a perfect start 
were established : these included a slightly 
taut tether, and a relative velocity of about 
0.138 ft/sec for a 100-foot tethered space
craft/target-vehicle combination. The per
fect start, of course, also included an initial 
alinement along a local vertical and an ap
proximately circular orbit for the system. 
Response to the perfect start consisted 0f 
continued alinement of the two point masses 
along lhe local vertical and of a constantly 
taut tether. Perturbations to this perfect 
start involved off-nominal relative velocities 
which were not compatible with continued 
motion along the local vertical, or an initially 
slack tether with or without range rate be
tween the bodies. The tethered point masses 
were found to be reasonably tolerant of off
nominal starting conditions. For small per
turbations, the solutions to the motions of the 
tethered point masses were in agreement 
with linearized rtumbbell-satellite theor�. 
This point-mass analysis was eventualiv 
modified to include an oblate earth as the at
tracting force on the point masses. This 
change was found to have negligible effect on 
the behavior of the tethered system. From 
the first phase of study, it was concluded that 
gravity-gradient stabilization could possibly 
be obtained with the spacecraft and target 
vehicle in the tethered configuration. Figure 
6-4 illustrates typical results obtained from 
the point-mass analysis on the sensitivity of 
the system motion to initial relative velocity 
between the point masses. 

The second phase of the analytical studies 
was conducted using a mathematical model 
consisting of two rigid bodies in planar mo
tion subject to an inverse-square central 
force field, and connected by an elastic tether. 
The equations of motion describing this 
mathematical model were integrated numeri
cally in a digital computer program to pro
vide time histories of significant parameters. 
This phase of the �tudy was implemented to 
answer question� concerning the rigid-body 

attitude response of the spacecraft and the 
target vehicle during the gravity-gradient 
exercise, and to confirm the validity of the 
conclusions drawn from the point mass 
analysis. From the results of this rigid-body 
study, it was found that ( 1 )  there was good 
agreement between the rigid body and the 
particle analysis concerning capture limits 
and tolerance to :>tarting perturbations ; and 
( 2 )  there could be considerable rigid-body 
rntation of the target vehicle and the space
t.:raft cluri ng the gravity-gradient exercise. 
Figure 6-5 illustrates a typical time history 
provided by the planar rigid-body analysis. 
Of importance was the determination that 
the capture sensitivity of the system was 
not significantly related to the rigid-body
attitude initial conditions. This fact was 
certainly welcome from the operational 
standpoint of setting up a captured system. 
On the other hand, the large rigid-body ex
cursions of the vehicles would. have an op
erational implication on such things as 
observation of the total system motion during 
the gravity-gradient exercise. While this 
ris:dd-bocly study provided valuable informa
tion, there were still a few questions concern
ing the rigid-body response of the vehicles 
and the stability of the system with all de
grees of freedom present. 

To answer these questions, a final study 
phase was implemented. The final phase con-
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sisted of solving the equations of motion de
scribing two rigid bodies (each with 6 
degrees of freedom) in an inverse-:;;quare 
central force field and connected by a linear 
elastic tether. This study confirmed the ap
plicability· of the lesser analy:;;es that had 
been performed, in that good comparisons of 
capture limits and re:;;ponse to perturbations 
were obtained. As expected, the results of 
the final study indicated that a captured sys
tem would still be likely to have larJ.re riJ!id
body-attitude excursions; however, of even 
more significance, was the finding that there 
were no unforeseen instabilities in the he
havior of the proposed gravity-gradient ex
ercise. This final phase of study was primarily 
concerned with the spacecraft/targ-et-vehicle 
configuration which would be used in the 
mission. 

This concluded the analytical study phase 
of the tethered-vehicle gravity-gradient ex
periment. With the theoretical validation of 
the exercise completed, the problem then was 

to devise an operational technique to provide 
the proper initial conditions for the tethered 
system. 

Operational Aspects 

The objective of the gravity-gradient
stabilized tethered-vehicle exercise was to 
orient the vehicles one above the other (along 
a local vertical) ,  and to provide proper start
ing conditions so that the subsequent motion 
would, at worst, be a limited amplitude 
oscillation of the system about a local verti
cal, and, at best, a continued perfect orienta
tion along a local vertical. The proper 
starting conditions consisted of a slightly 
slack tether and a relative velocity of 0.138 
ftlsec. Although it was relatively easy to 
position one vehicle directly over the other 
with a slightly slack tether, it was much more 
difficult to obtain a relative velocity of 0.138 
ft sec between the vehicles. A deviation of 
more than 0.2� fth;ec from the perfect rela
tive velocity would mean that the gravity
g-radient torque on the system could no longer 
contain the oscillations of the system around 
the local vertical ; the system would then 
cartwheel, or be spun up. 

The problem of obtaining the correct rela
tin� velocity between the l'>p<tcecraft and the 
tan-ret vehicle was approached af' follows. 
The perfect initial relative velocity corre
sponded to that relative velocity which would 
exist between the separated bodies if they 
were both attached to the same radius vector 
from the center of the Earth and rotating at 
orbital rate. It was decided to make use of 
thi;; fact in the starting procedure. The capa
bility existed on hoarrl the spacecraft to pro
vicie information to the flight crew from 
which the lonJ.ritudinal axis of the vehicle 
could be made to coincide at all times with the 
local vertical direction. By positioning the 
spacecraft directly <lbove the targ-et vehicle 
with the longitudinal axis of the Rpacecraft 
maintained continuously along a local verti
cal, deviations from the perfect relative-ve
locity conditions would be manifested as cirift 
of the target vehicle relative to the space-
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craft. This drift could be detected quantita

tively by the flight crew using the optical 

sight, and could be converted to an equiva
lent drift rate. From the drift rate. the 

deviation in relative velocity from the perfect 

start could be determined ; hence, an appro
priate velocity correction could be applied 
with the spacecraft translational thrusters. 
A perfect relative-velocity start would result 
in a zero-drift rate of the target vehicle rela

tive to the spacecraft, as long a:-; the longi
tudinal axis of the spac�cntft was continu

ously along a local vertical. Figure H-11 shows 
a flight chart from which the flight crew 

could take quantitative drift measurements 
(as angular drift i n  the optical si�ht) over 
a measured period of time and find the 
equivalent drift rate in the form of a relative
velocity correction. The fli�ht chart indicate:-; 

the expected maximum oscillation of the .sys
tem from a local vertical for a given error in 
relative velocity. After the flight crew had 
ascertained that an acceptable initialization 
had been accomplished, the flight plan re
quired that all thrusting be terminated ancl 

the drifting .system observed to determine 
the success of the initial ization. While a per

fect starting condition dictated a very 
slightly taut tether. it was operationally more 
feasible to start the system with a definitely 

slack tether, and a zero-closure rate. This 
was due to the minimal perturbation to, and 
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XII J!ravit�•-2radicnt tether exercise. 

rapid recovery 1)f the :;;ystem from, an mt
tially :;lack tether. The gravity-gradient ef
fects would soon draw the tether taut (this 
I Jei llJ.r tht! stable con figu rations for the tethered 

. ..;,rstem) for the remainder of the operation. 
The penalt�· pnid for an initiall�� slack tether 

was an increase in the angle 1>f oscillation of 

the system relati\·e to a local vertical. 

{'rt"'' Trainin� 

frew trainin� for the gravit,v-snndtent 

tether exercise consisted of briefings nncl 
:;imulalor exercises. The si�nificant flight

control task involved measuring the drift of 

the tarJ,ret vehicle in the optical sight, then 
applyinJ.! the prnper translational thrust to 

correct the relative velocity of the vehicles. 
The training wa� accomplished in the Gemini 

Mission Simulator, which had the capability 
to start a flight simulation run with the 
spacecraft docked with the target vehicle. 
The simu lation exercise could then proceed 

with the undocking, followed by a maneuver 
to reach a position approximately 100 feet 

above the target vehicle. From this position, 

the use of the flight chart fnr the ,R"ravity
gra!lient starting procedure could be prac

ticed. The mission simulator dirl not include 
tether dynamics or a visual :;imulation of the 

tether. This ciefictenc.v dicl not greatly hinder 
h·ainin� for the gravity-gradient exercise, 

since the cable wm; not supposed to be taut 
durint{ the starting procedure. The signifi
cant task to be practiced in traininl! was to 

maintain a local vel'tical with the aid of the 
,;pacecraft instrumentation, and to detect and 
remove target-vehicle drift rates relative to 
the spacecraft. 

Flia:-hl ICt'suh:-

There were th t·ee orhib allotted to the 
g-ravity-J,rrad ient tether exercise on the 
Gemini XII mi"sion. Approximately half of 
this orbit time was used in establishing the 
startinJ,r conditions for the exercise. The re
mainder of the allotted time was spent ob

�erving th� subsequent motion of the system. 
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The initialization of the system consisted of 
various translational and attitude thrusting 
maneuvers by the spacecraft, and an active 
stabilization of the target vehicle using the 
target-vehicle control system. After the flight 
crew had ascertained that acceptable initial 
conditions had been achieved, the crew de
activated the targ-et-vehicle control system 
and terminated all spacecraft thrusting. The 
resulting motion was one of limited ampli
tude oscillations relative to local vertical. It 
was evident that the system was indeed cap
tured by the gravit.v gradient. After initial 
perturbations, the tether became constantly 
taut, and the attitude oscillations of the 
spacecraft were of sufficiently limited ampli
tude that the crew were able to view the tar
get vehicle almost continuously. Under these 
conditions, the target vehicle was never ob
served to rise toward the horizon by more 
than approximately 60" from local vertical. 

The initialization of the gravity-gradient 
exercise was greatly hampered because some 
of the control thrusters on the spacecraft 
were malfunctioning. Attitude control had 
degraded to the extent that the preflight 
planned procedure for setting up the gravity
gradient exercise could not be accomplished. 
Despite this handicap, the crew was able to 
devise a back�p procedure consisting of ju
dicious use of remaining thrust capability to 
provide initial conditions for a successful 
gravity-gradient capture. 

The simulation training for the gravit.v
gradient exercise was adjudged by the crew 
to present a more difficult problem than the 
actual

· 
ftil.rht situation. The crew concluded 

that, with a properly functioning control 
system, the gravity-gradient-capture initial 
conditions could have been accomplished with 
relative e<tRe and certainty. 
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Introduction 

The Gemini Program has provided the 
U.S. Space Pro�ram with the initial steps in 

the study of manneci extravehicular activit�·· 
Extravehicular activity was planned for 6 
of the 10 manned Gemini flights and was 
actually 1Jerformed during 5 tlil!hts. One pre
requisite for attempting extravehicular op
erations was a reliable life-support system 
to provide the extravehicular pilot with a 
habitable environment while outside the pro
tective confines of the spacecraft. The life
support system consisted basicall�· of a space 
suit. a 1JOrtable environmental control sys
tem, and an umbilical link with the space
craft. This paper will trace the development 
of the suits, the environmental control sys
tem, the umbilical, and the related compo
nents from the original concepts through the 
modifications imposed by specific missions. 

Testin2 

All elements of the extravehicular life
support systems were subjected to compre
hensive unmanned and manned testinl!. 
Unmanned testing was performed indi:vid
ua!Jy on the space suits. the portable envir
onmental control systems, and the umbilicals. 
and most manned testinl! concentrated on 
end-to-end tests. These manned tests included 
operation with the flight spacecraft for final 
verification of satisfactory performance. 

The unmanned tests included humidity, vi
bration, eX1Jlosive decompression, accelera
tion, oxygen compatibility, e...xposure to 
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simulated space environment, temperature 
c.vclinsr, and shock. In some instances, test::;. 
were performed on a sing-le life-support sys. 
tem element to fulfill some special require
ment. For example, the space suits were 
tested for their ability to retain intel!rity 
during seat ejection tests. 

The manned test series was performed at 
the Manned Spacecraft Center and at the 
spacecraft contr-actor facilities. Qualification 
tests for demonstrating the adequacy of 
metabolic heat rejection under induced work
loads up to 2400 Btu hr were performed in 
hil!h-altitucle and space simulation chambers. 
Operation of the self-contained oxygen sup
plies of the Gemini IV and Gemini VIII 
through XII chest packs was verified as a 
suitable emergency mode should the extra
vehicular crewman lose the spacecraft ox�·
gen supply. The crews practiced the varioul' 
steps required to return to the spacec_raft En

vironmental Control System in a clecom
pressed cabin environment. This type of 
testing was performed in a \'acuum chamber 
equipped with operational life-support srs
tem j!eat· and a boilerplate Gemini spacecraft. 

Space �uits 

Durin!! an extravehicular mis�ion the space 

suit becomes, in effect. a small. clo�e-fittin� 

pre�sure ves�el which has to maintain a 

�tructurall�· soun<i presRure environment and 
provide the pilot with metabolic ox�·gen and 
thet·mal control. The space suit must al�o 

provide the body-j oint mobility necessary for 
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the pilot to perform the assigned extrave
hicular tasks. 

The basic Gemini space suit was a multi
layer fabric system generally consisting of a 
comfort liner, a gas bladder, a structural re
:straint, and an outer protective cover. To 
permit easy donning and doffing of the suit 
and components, quick disconnects were lo
cated at the wrists for glove connections, at 
the neck for helmet connections. and at the 
waist for ventilation-gas connections. Suit 
entry and body waste management were pro
vided by a structurally redundant pressure
sealing zipper. Internal to the suit, a gas dis
tribution system directed a flow of oxygen 
to the helmet area for metabolic use and 
thermal control. and over the limbs and body 
for thermal control. 

Accessories provided on the suit included 
handkerchiefs, pencils, survival knife. scis-

sors, neck dam, wrist dams, parachute har
ness, and stowage pockets for the flight-data 
books and charts (fig. 7-1) .  Equipment 
added to the space suit for extravehicular 
missions included : ( 1 )  extravehicular cover
layer. (2) pressure thermal gloves, (3) visor 
temperature-control coating, and ( 4) sun 
visor. 

(;emini IV Mission 

The Gemini IV mission objectives included 
short-duration extravehicular activity and 
evaluation of the basic extravehicular equip
ment. The basic (G3C Series) Gemini suit 
wa� adapted for extravehicular use (fig. 
7-2) by incorporating the following : 

( 1 )  The extravehicular coverlayer con
�isted of nylon felt material for micrometeo
roid protection, seven layers of aluminized 

� . . 
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FIGURE 7-1.-Gemini G4C extravehicular space suit. 
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FIGURE 7-2.-G(•mlni I V  ar:1l V I l l  t-Xtravt-hil'llhll· SflHt't• suit. 

Mylar superinsulation. and an outer cover
ing of high-temperature nylon cloth. 

(2)  The extravehicular visor was a two
lens assembly with the outer lens providing
visible and infrared energy attenuation, and 
the inner lens providing impact protection 
and thermal control. 

(3) Thermal overgloves were provided 
for protection from conductive heat transfer. 

During the Gemini I V  mission, no difficul
ties were experienced with any of the space
suit equipment. The mission demonstratt>d 
the following: 

(1)  The adequacy of the micrometeoroid 
and thermal protection of the coverlayer 

(2)  The acceptability of the visible light 
attenuation of the sun visor 

(3) The adequacy of the thermal-control 
coating on the impact visor to maintc:tin the 

pressure-visor :-ourface temperature at the 
proper level 

( 4) The adequacy uf the pre!';surizecl suit 
mobility to permit the pilot to eJ,rre�u.; ;tntl in
l!res:-: the spacecraft 

( 5 )  The need for ret\ucerl covcrlayer lnalk 
to improve unpressurized suit comfort 

The space suit ( fig-. 7-2) u::;ecl for the 
( :emini VII  I mission was basically the same 
as the :)uit provided for the Gemini IV mis
:•ion, with the fullowinu exct•ptinns : 

( 1 )  The micrometeorofd protective layet• 
was improved to provide signifknnt reduc
tion:-; in cvverlayer bulk (tig. 7-2 ) .  

(2) The thet·mal protection for the gloves, 
previou;;ly a part of the overg-love, was in
curporntcd intu the basic pre:';sure glove to 
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provide integrated thermal-conduction pro
tection. 

The Gemini VIII extravehicular equipment 
was not evaluated in flight due to earlv ter-
mination of the mission. 

. 

Gemini IX-A Mission 

The Gemini IX-A mil'lsion imposed some 
very difficult requirements upon the space
suit assembly. To use the Astronaut Ma
neuvering Unit in conjunction with the space 
suit, it was necessary to redesign the lower 
portion of the extravehicular coverlayer to 
protect the pilot from the high-temperature 
( 1300° F) impingement by the thruster 
plume of the Astronaut Maneuvering Unit. 
The suit was modified as follows: 

( 1 )  To afford protection from the high
temperature plume, the extravehicular 
coverlayer in the leg areas included a stain
less-steel fabric outer covering to provide 
thermal energy distribution ano erosion pro
tection. A high-temperature superinsulation 
was used below the outer cover : the superin
sulation consisted of alternate layer!'� of 
double aluminized film and lightweight fiber 
glass. 

(2) To further protect the visor from im
pact damage. the plexiglass pres�ure d�or 
was replaced with a coateci pol�·carbonate 
pressure visor. This modification also per
mitted the use of a sin!!le-lem; sun vil'lor. 

Due to fogging of the pressure vigor dur
ing the latter portion of the extravehicular 
activity, the Astronaut Maneuvering Unit 
experiment was not completed ; cons�quently, 
the plume protection provided for the legs 
could not be evaluated. However. the mission 
indicated the neeo for an inflight application 
of antifog solution to preclude visor fogging. 

l.emini X. XI. and Xll Mi!<sions 

The space suits for the Gemini X, XI, and 
XII missions were generally of the same con
figuration as the suits provided for the 
Gemini VIII and IX-A mis�ions. The spe
cific experiments and operations of each 

flight required only minor modifications to 
the suits. These missions continued to expose 
man to t:he extravehicular environment, and 
each exposure offered areas for improve
ment of the space-suit equipment. 

Environmental Control Systems 

Two d ifferent portable environmental con
trol gystf!ms were developed for use in Gem
ini �xtravehicular activity. The�e inclurled 
the open .. loop system used on Gemini IV and 
the semi-open-loop system u�ed for Gemini 
VIII through XII. The basic functions of 
both s.v�t:em� were iclentical : ( 1 )  to provide 
metabolic oxygen within the suit, (2)  to pro
\'ide the necessary controls to maintain suit 
pressure at the proper level, (3)  to provide 
ventilation gn!' for carbon-dioxide washout, 
( 4 )  tn pr·ovide a means of removing the ther
mal loact generated by the extravehicular 
pilot. and (5)  to provide an emergency oxy
gen �uppl�· to assure pilot safety in case of 
lo�s of the primary oxygen supply. The 
Gemini IV Ventilation Control Module Sys
tem was composed of a Ventilation Control 
Module. two multiple gns connectors, a 25-
foot umbil ical. and a restraint system. 

The Gemini VIII through XII Extrave
hil·ulat· Life-SupJJurt System con.si!'lted of <l 

thest pack. two multiple I!H� connectors, two 
hoses connectin!! the multiple gas connectors 
to the inle�t and outlet ports of the chest pack. 
and a re�ttraint system. In addition. an um
bilical was an integral part of the system 
when ope�rating from the spacecraft suppl�· 
s.vstem.s. For Gemini VIII,  IX-A, ancl XIJ. 
a 25-foot umbilical and an electrical cable 
wet·e util izect. For Gemini X and XI, a 50-
foot ano a �0-foot umbilical. respectively. 
performed the combined function of the elec
trical cable and 25-foot umbilical. 

\'t•nt ilal inn Cunt rnl :\lodult> Sy,.lt>m 

The Ventilation Control Module (fig. 7-3), 
flown on Gemini IV, was mounted on the 
pilot's chest by Velcro straps attached to the 
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parachute harness. and was connected to the 
suit-ventilation outlet fitting throug-h a 
multiple ga� connector. The Ventilation Con
trol Module \vas an open-loop system : the 
gas was not recirculated throukh the system. 
In operation, oxyg-en ftow of approximately 
9 lb/hr was supplied to the suit to provide 
ventilation and for oronasal carbon-dioxide 
washout for metabolic rates not greater thRn 
1000 Btu hr. The oxygen was supplied from 
the primary spacecraft oxygen supply 
through a 25-foot umbilical and a tlow t·e
:-;trictor. The exhaust flow from the suit was 
controlled by a demand regulator so that suit 
pressure was maintained at approximately 

4 psia. The emer�ency oxy�en supply in the 
Ventilation Control Module was capable of 
;-;upplying- oxygen fot· 7.5 to 9 minute:->. The 
pilot could have activated an emerJ,!ency 

oxygen valve to initiate oxygen llow directly 
into the helmet hy means of un adapter in

stallecl in the helmet feed port. If a leak had 

developed in the suit, a makeup flow of oxy

gen. �utlicient to maintain suit pres�ure, 

would have been initiated automaticall�· from 
· the emergency l'Upply. 

E�tlrtt''l'hio:ular l.if ... Suvvurt Systt'm Ch .. �t i•ack 

The Extravehicular Life-Support Sy:-;tem 
t:he�t pack ( fig. 7-4) was flown on the Gem
ini V I I I  through X l l  missiuns. This l'ystem 
wa� desiJ.rned to provide greater heat-rejec
t ion capability than the Gemini IV system, 

while requiring no more oxygen makeup flow 
from the spcu:ecraft. The chest pack was se
cured by Velcro straps attached to the para� 

chute harne;-;s, ttnd w:a;-; connected to the ;-;uit 
ventilat ion inlet and outlet fittings through 
two mlllliple J,{as t:unnectors. The chesl pal:k 
\\'as a semi-open-loop system : approximateb· 
75 percent of the ventilation J,{as wa:-; r·ecir
culated th roul!h the system (fig-. 7-5) . The
ehe�t pack was desiJ,!ned to accommmlate 
average metabolic rates of 1-100 Btu hr with 
peaks of 2000 Btu hr. Tests showed that the 
s.v:<tem W;.ts tapa hie of h iJ!hcr heat loads. pro
vided the higher loads were not imposed at 
startup. Normally. ox.v).!en was supplied at 
approximately 90 psi)! from the spac�craft 
l h rottJ,!h a qui<:k-disconn�ct fitting attached 
to the cabin r�pressudzation valve; however, 
the Extravehicular Support Packa).!e and the 
Astronaut Maneuvering Unit backpacks car-
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FIGURE 7-5.-Gemini VIII through XII Extra
vehicular Life-Support System. 

ried a self-contained oxygen supply for chest
pack use, which would permit the extrave
hicular pilot to maneuver detached from the 

spacecraft oxygen system. The primary oxy
gen was supplied through a three-position 
flow-selector valve to an ejector where the 90 

psig gas expanded to 4 psia. The gas expan
sion drove the recirculated secondary vent 
gas through the heat exchanger of the chest 
pack. The flow-selector valve permitted the 
pilot to select a medium or high flow ( 18 to 
22 acfm) depending on cooling requirements. 
In case of blockage in the ejector, or if addi
tional cooling or carbon-dioxide washout 
were required, the primary oxygen flow could 
be bypassed around the ejector through a 
valve. Suit pressure was maintained at a 
nominal 3. 7 psig by a poppet-type outflow 
valve. An acceptable carbon-dioxide level 
was maintained by dumping overboard 
through the outflow valve an amount of vent 
gas equal to the amount of primary oxygen 
introduced to the system through the ejector. 
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If a leak in the suit loop had developed and 
.caused the suit pressure to drop below 3.4 
psig, makeup primary oxygen would have 
been automatically metered to the system 
through a demand regulator to maintain suit 
pressure. 

The majority of the cooling for the Extra
vehicular Life-Support System was provided 
by the recirculating ventilation gas from the 
suit passing through an evaporative heat ex

changer. In the condenser portion of the heat 
exchanger, the gas was cooled to approxi
mately 45 F by the evaporation of stored 
water. Since the gas from the suit was about 
85° F with a relative humidity of 85 percent 
(nominal) ,  this cooling- removed the water 
vapor by condensation. The condensate was 
then wicked to the evaporative portion of the 
heat exchanger to provide additional evapo
rative water. This type of boiling-condenRa
tion-reboiling technique is called bootstrap
ping. 

If the normal oxygen flow to the chest 
pack had been interrupted, decreasing pres
sure in the umbilical would have automati
cally actuated a 30-minute emergency 
supply of oxygen. A visual and audio warn
ing system on the chest pack indicated when 
oxygen was being used from the emergency 
supply. Visual and audio warning also de
noted decreasing suit pressure. A special 
regulator acted to maintain suit pressure 
above 3.3 psi in the event of a suit leak, and 
the supply to this reg-ulator was arranged 
such that makeup flow could be drawn from 
the spacecraft, the self-contained emergency 

supply, or simultaneously from both sources. 
Additional warning devices were available 
if the Astronaut Maneuvering Unit had been 
used. 

Mist;inn Hcsults and Implications 

The Gemini IV extravehicular activity 
lasted 36 minute:;, and the pilot reported g-ood 
thermal control except during high work 
periods such as ingress. Ingress into the 
spacecraft and closure of the hatch were dif
ncult tasks, and caused the pilot to become 

overheated. The Ventilation Control Module 
System operated within the specified limits; 
however, high metabolic heat loads could not 
be sustained becat�se of the inherent limited 
rate of heat re.iection. 

The semi-open-loop system was flown on 
Gemini Vlii; however, because of the early 
termination of the mission, extravehicular 
activity was not conducted. Gemini IX-A 
was the first mi:;sion to evaluate the perform
ance of the semi-open-loop Extravehicular 
Life-Support Sy�tem. Due to the formation 
of fog- on the visor and the re�ulting reduced 
visibility, the planned extravehicular activity 
wa� not completed. Higher-than-expected 
workloads were evident throughout the 2 
hour 7 minute extravehicular period. The 
chest pack was designed for a nominal 
metabolic rate of 1400 Btu/hr and a maxi
mum of 2000 Btu/hr for short periods. 
Medical data, crew c·omments, and metabolic 
simulations all indicated that much higher 
workloads were experienced. Tests after the 
mission showed that visor fogging occurred 
at metabolic rates above 2400 Btu/hr. al
though no fogging occurred at lower rates. 
The high rates. in effect, overpowered the 
capabilitiel' of the evaporator-condenser. 
Even in medium flow the cooling capability 
for physiological comfort was adequate, but 
the evaporator-condenser could not overcome 
the thermal load sufficiently to prevent fog
g-ing. Visor fogging was further induced by 
high respiration rates (30 to 40 breaths per 
minute) which humidified 55 to 75 percent 
of the total gas flow to the helmet to neal' 
!)aturation. This hig-h humidity raised the 
dewpoint enough so that visor fogging oc
curred even at normal operating tempera
tures. The pilot commented that the only time 
he became uncomfortably warm was during 
ingress. From this statement and from post
flight examination of the evaporator-con
denser, it was evident that the evaporator
condenser performance wa� degraded due to 
dryout at �orne period during the extrave
hicular activity. That period probably oc
curred very close to ingress. 
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The Gemini X extravehicular activity was 
terminated early because of spacecraft prob
lems unrelated to the Extravehicular Life
Support System. Comments by the pilot and 
the biomedical data gathered during the 39-

minute extravehicular activity indicated that 
the Extravehicular Life-Support System op
erated completely within specifications. 

The Gemini XI extravehicular activity was 
prematurely concluded after 33 minutes. The 
pilot stated that the Extravehicular Life
Support System provided adequate cooling: 
however, the pilot stated that he was fa
tigued after a relatively brief period of ac
tivity outside the spacecraft. Because of a 
problem in securing the sun visor during the 
preparations for the extravehicular activity, 
the pilot experienced high workloads and 
profuse perspiration. After egress, difficul
ties involved in the pilot's attempts to attach 
the extravehicular camera and the �pace
craft /target-vehicle tether resulted in high 
respiration rates and rapid fatigue. It is be
lieved that the chest pack was saturated with 
warm, moist gas before 'proper evaporator
condenser operation could reduce the tem
peratures re!'ulting from the problems before 
egress. 

During the 2 hours 8 minutes of Gemini 
XII extravehicular activity, the Extra
vehicular Life-Support System operated 
completely within specifications. The prob
lem of excess workload was resolved by the 
use of improved restraints for body pol-lition
ing and frequent rest periods. This mission 
proved that at workloads within the design 
limits. the Extravehicular Life-Support Sys
tem would function normally, and would pro
vide a comfortable suit environment. 

In summary, the Ventilation Control 
Module System operated satisfactorily within 
the design capabilities. Other than the po!-1-
sible depletion of heat-exchanger water at 
the end oJf Gemini IX-A extravehicular ac
tivity, the Extravehicular Life-Support 
System performed exceptionally well. It is 
evident, however, that future systems of this 
type will require increased cooling and meta
bolic heat-rejection capabilities. Crew com-

ments have also indicated the desirability of 
eliminati1ng bulky packages from the chest 
area. and of reducing the volume of self-con
tained life-support systems. Umbilicals from 
the space•craft permit the use of smaller life
support packages, and the use of umbilical 
systems should be considered for future ex
tra vehicu Jar applications. 

{lmhilicals 

Several types of umbilicals have been used 
in accomplishing- the Gemini extravehicular 
activities. These include the 25-foot umbilical 
ul-led on Gemini IV, IX-A, and X I I ;  the 50-
font umbilical used on Gemini X ;  and the 
�0-foot umbilical used on Gemini XI. Except 
for the (�emini IV umbilical, which inter
faced dir·�ctly with the space suit. all um
bilicals were clesignerl to interface with the 
Extravehicular Life-Support System chest 
pack. 

The 25-.foot umbilical (fig. 7-6) used for 
Gemini IX-A and XII Rupplied gaseous oxy
g-en, either directly to the space suit or 
through the Extravehicular Life-Support 
System. The 50-foot anrl �0-foot umbilicalR 
(fig. 7-7) supplied gaseous oxygen only 
through the Extravehicular Life-Support 
System amt supplied gaseous nitrogen to the 
Hand Held Maneuvering Unit. The gaseous 
oxygen waR supplied from the spacecraft pri
mary supply at a nominal flow rate of B to 
9 lb hr at 90 psia and 65'' P. The gaseous 
nitrog-en was supplied from tanks in the 
spacecraft adapter �ection (at the inlet to 
the Hanel Held Maneuvering- Unit) at a nom
inal flow r:ate of 2 lb min at 75 psia and On F. 

During the stanciup extravehicular ac
tivity. short hm;e extensions connected the 
pilot's space suit to the spacecraft Environ
mental Control System. In this closed-loop 
operation. no interface with the Extrave
hicular Life-Support System was requirect, 
and the normal �pncect·aft ventilation flow 
rates were: provided. 

All of the umbilicals were of similar ma
terials and of the same basic design. Each 
umbilical consisted of wire-reinforced. sili-
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FtGU�E 7-6.-Extrav�hicular Li f�·-Suppot·t System, 25-foot umhilil·nl. 

cone rubber-lin�d hm-;e ; a 1000-pound test 
nylon structural tether; and wirin� for voice 
communication. electrical power, and meas
urements of heart and re:-<piration rates. For 
the 25-foot umbilicaJ, the oxy�en hose was 
3/16-inch inside diameter. For the 50-foot 
and 30-foot umbilicals, the oxy�en hol-le was 
!A-inch inside diameter and the nitrogen hose 
:Yr1 inch. 

The umbilicals utilized multilayers of My
lar superinsulation for thermal protection. 
The temperature of gaseous oxygen supplied 
to the Extravehicular Life-Support System 
had to be maintained above -15 F to pre
vent freezing i n  the ejector. Becau�e of th e 
proximity of the cold nitrogen line to the 
oxygen line, thermal control was more criti
cal for the 50-foot and 30-foot t� mbilical� 
than for the 25-foot umbilical. 

The umbilicals were covered with nylon 
fabric, and chafing protection was provided 
where required, particularly in the area 
where the umbilical emerged from the cabin 
and contacted the hatch sill. The structural 

tethers were ciesi�ned so that during the 
worst conditions of st1·etch under applied 
load. no strain wa:-; imposed on the oxygen 
and nitrogen hoses. or on the electrical wir
inl-! ami connections. In all umbilical desig-ns, 
the load was tt·an�mitted to the spacecraft 
throuJ.rh a tether attachment JlOint located on 
the eg-res� handle just insitle the cabin. The 
loact:-; were applierl throuJrh the parachute 
harnes� of the extmvehkular pilot. The 25-
foot umhilicHI was atlacht>d b.v a hook tn the 
upper p;trt of the parachute ha rne�� ; thl' '10-
foot and :W-foot umbilical:; were attached to 
the parachute harness at the pilot's hip. 

The extenl-live test pt·og-ram for the 25-fout 
umbilical contri buted to thl' developnwnt of 
the 50-foot nnd �0-foot umbilicaLs. The ma
terials anrl the riel-ligon experience gained 

from the development of the 25-foot umbili
cal were used extensive!�· in the fabrication 
of the lonj.rer umbilical:-. Ba:-�ecl upon the pre
vious experience, the test pt'Ol-!1'<\m was re
duced to pressure-temper:ttun� pe1·formance, 
leak tests. electromagnetic interferenct'. :mel 
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static and dynamic structural te.c;ts. As in the 
case of the 25-foot umbilical. extengive un
manned altitude-chamber teRts were con
ducted, as well as several manned chamber 
tests for end-to-end con·firmation of the um
bilical and the interface with other equip
ment. 

The Gemini Program has shown that ex
travehicular activity with umbilicals is a 
useful, operational mode. The umbilical pro
duced no unfavorable torque� or forces on the 
extravehicular pilot; in fact, the pilot was 
hardly aware of the umbilical. Because of 
the length and bulk, some difficulty WM ex
perienced with the 50-foot umbilical during 
ingress. Therefore, any umbilical should be 
kept as small as practicable. Assuming that 
future spacecraft will be larger than the 

Gemini spacecraft. umbilical size may not be 
a problem; however, excessive length would 
still be undesirable. The donning of the um
bilicals proved quite easy and allowed a 
complete system checkout prior to the extra
vehicular activity. Incorporation of the pro
pulsion :;;ystem supply proved satisfactory ; 
this has many possible future uses, such as a 
power supply for tools. 

The umbilical concept b. particularly ap
plicable to near-vehicle operations or opera
tions in close quarters where the bulk of a 
self-contained life-!Hlpport pack would be un
<it-sirable. Umbilical-based life-support sy:;;
tems would be less useful for operations that 
involve<i approachin� a tumbling vehicle. 
However, the ease of development and the 
successful utilization of umbilicals during the 
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Gemini Program indicate a promising ap
proach to extravehicular activity for future 
space programs. 

Conclusion 

The success of the Gemini XII extrave
hicular activity was largely due to the as-

similation of information from preceding 
flights into a comprehensive program for sys
tem testing and flight-crew traini'ng. The 
tnput to this program from the NASA/In
dustry Life-Support System Team aided in  
the generation of extravehicular tasks within 
a planned time, mobility, and workload en
velope. 
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Summat·y 

One of the foremost conclusions obtained 
from the experience with extravehicular ac
tivity during the Gemini Program was that 
man's capability to perform work was dras
tically reduced without the proper restraint 
provisions. However, with tlbe proper re
straint provisions his capabillity was quite 
comparable to his Lt.! capability. 

J n t •·od u ction 

This paper describes the body positioning 
and restraint problems encountered during 
extravehicular activity in the Gemini Pro
gr�m, and the types of restraint equipment 
which were used. 

The requirement for body restraints dur
ing extrav.ehicular activity was indicated on 
Gemini IV. After d_epletion of the propellant 
in his maneuvering unit. the pilot evaluated 
the umbilical as an aid in body positioning 
and in moving through space. It was con
cluded that the umbilical wm: reliable only 
as an aid in moving to its origin, and that 
handholds would be required for other extra
vehicular maneuvers. The �ig-n ificance of the 
requirement was emphasized when body-re
straint problems contributed to the prema
ture termination of the Gemini IX-A and 
Gemini XI extravehicular activities. The 
Gemini XII mission verified that, with ade
quate restraint provisions, man can perform 
a great variety of tasks, some of considerable 
complexity. On Gemini XII, 44 pieces of 
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equipment were provided for extravehicular 
body restraint in contrast to the 9 pieces of 
body-re�traint eqUlpment provided for Gem
ini IX-A extravehicular activity. 

Control of Body Position 

Foot nel'traints 
The first major work taRk attempted dur

ing Gemini extravehicular activity was the 
checkout and donning of the Astronaut Ma
neuvering Unit on Gemini IX-A. The origi
nal restraint provisions for this task were 
two handbars and a horizontal footbar. Vel
cr(> on the footbar was intended to mate with 
Velcro on the pilot';.; boots ; however, the need 
for additional hody re�traint for this task 
was demonfitrated in the zero-g airplane (fig. 
8-1 ) .  A pair of foot restraints was added to 
the horizontal footbar, and on subsequent 
flights in the zero-g airplane, checkout of the 
Astronaut Maneuvering Unit was easily ac
complished ( fig. 8-2 ) .  The pilot would force 
his feet into the restraints, and the frictional 
force would contain his feet, allowing him to 
have hoth hands free for working. 

However. during the Gemini IX-A extra
vehicular activity, the pilot was not able to 
maintain body position using only foot re
strainb;. The attempts at two-handed tasks. 
primaril�, the tether connections. were ex
ceedingly difficult because every few seconds 
the pilot had to stop working and use his 
hands to regain proper body position. The 
foot restraints were even less satisfactory 
when unstowing the Astronaut Maneuvering 
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FIGURE 8-1.-Donning of Astronaut Maneuverin�r 

Unit without foot restraints. 

FtC:URE 8-2.-Donnin�r of Astronaut .Maneuv1•rin1! 

Unit using foot restraints. 

Unit controller arms. When the pilot bent for
ward and applied a downward force to the 
controller arm, he created a moment which 
forced his feet out of the restraints. The in
adequacy of the foot restraints caused the 
pilot to exert a continuous high workload to 
maintain control of body position, in addition 
to the work involved in performing the tasks. 
Heat and perspiration were produced at a 
rate exceeding the removal capability of the 
life-support system, and fog began accumu
lating on the space-suit visor. This fogging 
progressed until the pilot's vision was almost 
totally blocked, forcing him to abandon his 
attempts to don and use the Astronaut Ma
neuvering Unit. 

As a result of this experience during Gem
ini IX-A, new requirements for foot re
straints were developed and the investigation 
of underwater simulation of zero-g was ini
tiated. Numerou� equipment modifications 
were also incorporated to simplify the extra
vehicular activity tasks on subsequent mis
sions. 

Analysis of the Gemini IX-A body-re
:itraint problem resulted in the following cri
teria for design of new foot restraints : mo
tion must be restrained in all 6 degrees of 
freedom, and restraint of the feet must in
volve no mechanical devices. Molded fiber
glass foot restraints incorporating these fea
tures were designed for the Gemini XI and 
XII spacecraft. The restraints were custom 
fitted to the pilot for each flight, and were 
mounted on a platform attached to the inside 
surface of the spacecraft adapter equipment 
section (fig. 8-3) .  During the zero-g airplane 
training, the Gemini XI and XII flight crews 
used and evaluated the foot restraints and 
found them completely adequate for all tasks 
envisioned. The Gemini XII flight crew also 
trained with the restraints in the under
water zero-g simulation facility with the 
same results. 

Underwatt>r Zero-(: ravity Simulation 

The initial evaluation of the underwater 
zero-g simulation was conducted by the 
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FICURE 8-3.-Foot restt'aints used durin,:! (;cmini 
XII extravehicular activity. 

Gemini IX-A pilot shortly after the mission. 
The configuration of the mockup equipment 
was similar to that of the Gemini IX-A 
spacecraft. and the pilot repeated the Astro
naut Maneuvering Unit· checkout and don
ning procedures previously attempted in 
flight. The pilot concluded that the under
water zero-g simulation very nearly dupli
cated the actual weightless condition and the 
accompanying problems experienced in 
flight. The extravehicular tasks planned for 
Gemini X. XI, and XII were then performed 
in the underwater zero-g s.imulation, and 
recommendations were made concerning the 
required restraints and the feasibility of pro
posed tasks. Underwater simulation of zero-g 
has great applicability to extravehicular ac-

. tivities, particularly to the pr·oblems of body 
positioning and restraints. 

Handhold� and T\'tht>r ·UE'vict's 

Several restraint problems were encoun
tered during Gemini X extravehicular ac
tivity. but performance of the: planned tasks 
was not seriously affected. The! pilot had diffi
culty controlling his body position while us
ing the edge of the target-vehicle docking 
cone as a handrail to move to the area of the 
Experiment SOlO Agena Micrometeorite 
Collection package. Attachment of the um
bilical nitrogen fitting was also a difficult 

task because the handrail provided for re
straint did not properly deploy. The tasks 
were accomplished with one hand, while the 
other hand was used for restraint. 

For the Gemini XI mission, the tether for 
the spacecraft, target-vehicle tether evalua
tion was assembled and stowed so that the 
pilot could attach it to the spacecraft dock
ing bar with one hand. With the other hand, 
the pilot could use one of the three hand
holds on the back surface of the docking cone 
for maintaining his position. However, the 
pilot had trained to have both hands free. and 
he had been able to wrap his legs around the 
spacecraft nose ancl wedge his legs into the 
docking cone. The pilot could force himself 
into position by arm force using the hand
holds provided. In the zero-g airplane, the 
task wa!i so easy that the pilot was able to 
move from the hatch. force himself into the 

. restrained position, and make the complete 
tether hookup in a single parabola (about 30 
second�) . In flight, however. the restraint 
technique proved extremely difficult, and the 
pilot expended a great deal of energy during 
the 6 minutes that were required to move 
fmm the hatch and make the tether hookup. 
This was the major factor in his inability to 
continue the flight plan for the extravehicu
lar activity. As in the case of the Gemini 
IX-A pilot. the prime expenditure of energy 
by the Gem\ni X I  pilot was the continuous 
struggle to maintain bod�· position in orclet· 
to perform the required tasks. Apparently, 
the frictional forces exerted by the pilot in 
wedging his legs into the docking cone were 
not sufficient to overcome the tendency of the 
pressurized suit to expand and push him out 
of the oncking- cone. 

As n re�:mlt of this experience, it was de
cided that the Gemini XII flight crew woulrl 
include underwater zero-�-! simulation in the 
training for extravehicular activity. As a re
sult of the problems encountered during 
Gemini extravehicular activities, the extra
vehicular objective for Gemini Xl f  was 
chang-ed to an evaluation of body restraints 
instead of the evaluation of the Astronaut 
Maneuvering Unit. The objective of the re-
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straint evaluation was to determine what 
type of restraints were required for repre
sentative extravehicular tasks. 

Restraint Equipment 

The use of restraint devices for extrave
hicular activity on the Gemini Program is 
summarized in table 8-l. Descriptions of 
these devices and results of their use follow. 

Hectan�ular Handrail 

Two rectangular handrails (fig. 8-4) were 
installed along the spacecraft adapter section 
to assist the extravehicular pilot in moving 
from the cockpit to the adapter equipment 
section where various tasks were to be per
formed ; for example, donning the Astronaut 
Maneuvering Unit. The handrails were flush 
with the spacecraft surface at launch, and 
were 1.5 inches above the spacecraft surface 
when deployed. The aft handrail deployed 
automatically when the spacecraft separated 
from the launch vehicle. The forward hand
rail was manually deployed by the extrave
hicular pilot. 

The Gemini IX-A and XII pilots used the 
handrails to travel the 8 feet from the cock-

pit to the aft end of the spacecraft. The lim
ited suit mobility and interference by the 
life-support system chest pack required the 
pilots to traverse the handrail by moving the 
hands one after the other to the side, rather 
than hand over hand. The Gemini X pilot used 
the handrail to travel from the hatch to the 
end of the adapter retrograde section and re
turn. and then as a handhold while making 
and breaking the nitrogen connection on the 
50-foot umbilical. Comments by the pilots 
indicated that the configuration of this hand
rail was the best for travel between two 
point� on the spacecraft surface. A rectan
gular. rather than a cylindrical. cross section 

Retroaoapler handrail 
manually deployed 

Equipment 
aoapter 

handratl 
automallcally 

deployed 

FtCUREl 8-4.-Extendable handrails. 

TABLE 8-I.-Re.<;traint Devices Used During Gemini Extravehicular Activities 

R�traint device configuration 

Rectangular handrail 
Large cylindrical handrail (1 .38 in. rlia) 

Small cylindrical handr ail 10.317 in. rlia• 
Telescoping handrail 
Fixed handhold 

Rigid Velcro-backed portable handhold 

Flexible Velcro-hacked portable handhold 

Waist tethers 
Pip-pin handhold /tether-attach device 

Pip-pin antirotation device 
U-bolt handhold/tether-attach device 
Foot restrainLc; 
Standup tether 
Strap.c; on !!pace-suit leg 

� � C•m;n; m;";"n 

1 IX-A X XI 
I X X I 
l 

l x 
I X 

X X 

X 

X X 
X 

I 1 - �� � -
x X X 

I X ' X X X 
X 
X 
X X X X 
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was prefened because the rectangular shape 

offered more resistance to rotation for a given 
hand force. and allowed better control of body 

attitude. In a pressurized Gemini suit. the 

width of the rectangular handrail ( 1.25 
inches) waR a good �ize for g-ripping-. 

l.ar�t' ('ylinorical Handrails 

A pair of large cylindrical handrails ( fig. 

8-5) wa;-; fu rnished in the adapter equinment 
ser.tion to permit the pilot to move from the 

rectangular handrails to the work area. and 

to provide restraint while positioning hig feet 

in foot restraints or while working. The two 

handraib; were Rymmetrically located on each 
side of the work station. Although the pilots 

indicated a preference for rectangular cross 
section, they were able to use the cylindrical 

handrails to introduce the significant hody 

FICUIUJ 8-5.-Handrails and foot restraints in the 
Gemini IX-A spacecraft adapter equipment sec
tion. 

torques required to position their feet in the 

foot restraints. The diameter ( 1.38 inches) 
of the cylindrical handrails was the most 
Ja\'orable size. 

Small Cylindrical Handrails 

There wen-1 two segments of small cylin

drical handra ils ( tigs. 8-6 and 8-7) rigidly 
mounted (111 the forward su rface of the cy
lindrical port ions of the Targ-et Docking 

Aciapter o11 I he Gemini XII target vt>hicle. 

The handrail� were :;mall enough to be u:;ed 

as waist tether-attach points, as well as for 

ha11dholds. A lthough the handrail wa:; not 

e\·aluatetl extt-nsively. the configuration wa� 

usablP as a handhold. and the pilot considered 
the ;-;ize a g-ood feature since it permitted 
direct attHchment of the wHist tethers. 

FlGURE 8-li.-Handrail on ldt side of target vehicle. 
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FIGURE 8-7.-Handrail on right side of target vehicle. 

Telescopinf.! Cylindrical Handrail 

The Gemini IX-A and XI pilots used the 
spacecraft Reentry Control System thrusters 
as handhold:.; for travel from the spacecraft 
hatch to the wacecraft nose; however. the 
thrusters were neither well located nor easy 
to use for that purpose. On each of these 

missions, the extravehicular pilot went over 
the top of the docking bar on his first attempt 
to propel. himself from the thrusters to the 
spacecraft nose. 

During Gemini XII, the telescoping hano
rail ( figs. 8-8 and 8-9 ) solved the problem 
of travel from the spacecraft hatch . to the 
spacecraft nose. The telescoping handrail was 
stowed in the compressed condition near the 
hinge of the right hatch, located above the 
pilot's right shoulder. After the cabin was 

.. 
····Tether attach ring 

/-.__ 12 inches 

-----..; 

Spacecraft 
attach point 

FIGURE 8-8.-Telescoping handrail compressed. 

FIGURE 8-9.-Telescopin,:r handrail attached to 
vehicles. 

depresstirized and the hatch was opened for 
st<tndup extravehicular activity, the pilot un
stowed and manually extended the handrail. 
The pilot then installed the :-;mall end of the 
handrail in a ;-;pecial receptacle in the target
vehicle docking cone, and the large end on a 
mounting bolt in the SJWCccl·aft center beam, 
between the hatches. During the umbilical 
extravehicular activity. the pilot u;-;ecl this 
handrail for two round trips hetween the 
spacecraft hatch and the spacecraft nose, 
and as a handhold for :,;everal changes in body 
<�ttitude. The nonrigidity of the handrail wns 

wnsictered undesirable by the pilot; when 
the handrail Hexed, the pilot no longer had 
allsolute control of body position and attitude. 
While attaching the spacecraft/target-vehicle 
tether·, the pilot also used the ring on the 

telescoping handrail for a waist tether-attach 
point. At the conclusion of the umbilical 
extravehicular· period, the pilot removed and 
jettisonerl the hanclrnil. 
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Fixed Handhold 

Three fixed handholds (fig. 8-10) were 
provided on the back of the docking cone on 
the Gemini XI target vehicle to provide re
straint for the spacecraft/target-vehicle 
tether attachment. Two identical handhold� 
were provided on the back of the docking 
cone on the Gemini XII target vehicle. The 
handholds proved very useful in flight. and 
the friction coating was a good feature. 

Flexible Vt'lcro-Backt'd l'ortahle Handhold 

Flexible Velcro-backed portable handhold� 
( fig. 8-11 )  were evaluated as restraint::; and 
as maneuvering aids during the Gemini IX-A 
mission. Two fabric-backed nylon Velcro pile 
pads were carried in the spacecraft. The 
pilot attached the pads to his gloves with an 
elastic strap wrapped around the palms of 
the hands. There were about 80 patche� of 
nylon Velcro hook on the surface of the space
craft to engage the pile handholds. Some of 
the significant results included the following: 
( 1) the elastic attachment was not adequat�. 
as one of the handholds was pulled off his 
glove ; ( 2) the contact forces were not suffi
cient to accommodate controlled maneuver
ing or control of body attitude. but were suffi
cient for station keeping; (3)  the unprotected 
Velcro hook on the spacecraft nose was de
graded by launch heating. 

FIGURE 8-10.-Target vehicle extravehicular work 
station and handhold. 

J'l 
. 

' 

_ f 
FIGURE 8-11.-F'lexible Velcro-backed portable 

handhold. 

lti�:id V elcr11· Backed l'nrtahle Hand hold 

For Gemini XII, four trowel-shaped, rigid. 
Velcro-backed, portable handholds (fig. 8-12) 
were installed in the extravehicular work 
are<ls. The handhold!' were coated with re
�ilient material, with a tether-attach ring at 
one end. Two of the handholds had about 9 
�quare inche!' of nylon-pile Velcro. and two 
had about 16 square inches of polyester-pile 
Velcro. The handholds were �towed for 
launch on a -surface of hooJr Velcro and fur
ther restrained by a pip-pin device. Four 
artwl' of pol.vester hook Velcro on built-up 
tint Sltrfaces were located on the target ve
hicle to eng-ag-e the Velcro on the handhold�\. 
Polyester Velcro has greater ac!hesive force 
than nylon Velcro, and does not require pro
tection from launch heating. 

Ot!tai led eva I uations of the rigid Velct·o
backed portable hanrlholds were not included 
in the ftight plan for Gemini XII extra ve
hicular activity. Analyses and simulations 
indicated a numher of limitations concerning-

Tether at1act1 nnq 

� -�  
FIGURE R-12.-Rigid Velcro-backed portable 

handhold. 
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the usefulness of the devices. For example, 
best utilization requires that the Velcro be 
placed in shear rather than tension. and this 
com plicntes the w�age. Also, the restraint 
force should be significantly greater than the 
required applying force : this is not true of 
nylon Velcro. Polyester Velcro is better, but 
has not been evaluated as thoroughly as the 
nylon. The use of steel Velcro would make 
these devices feasible. but the potential haz
<lrcl to the space suit is not tolerable at this 
time. 

Waist Tethers 

Th� Gemini XII wah:;t tethers (fig. 8-13) 
were made of stiff nylon webbing with a 
length-adjustment buckle and a large hook 
for attachment to the various tether-attach 
rings. The waist tethers were looped around 
the pilot's parachute harness and were fas
teneci with two larg-e snaps. A larsre fabric 
tab was provided to facilitate opening the 
snap� of a pre:-;surized suit. A D-shaped ring 
was provided for making length ad.iJstments, 
and was used several times by the pilot. The 
ad.i ustment buckle. a conventional single-loop 
buckle, allowed leng-th adjustment ht>tween 
approximately :1,2 and 21 inches. 

The tether attachment to the pilot. slig-htly 
.I.Jelow waist level was considered well located 
ny the pilot. A special device, consisting of a 
thin metal plate with a ring on each end for 
attaching the waist tether hooks, wa!> pro
vidt!d lo r1:1strain lht! waist t1:1thers while nul 
in use. The device was slight!�· longer than 
the front width of the life-support system 
chest pack and was attached with Velcro. The 
pilot used a variety of devices for attachin� 

Adjustment 
buckle 

Hook 

FIGURE 8-13.-Waist tethers. 

the tethers in the spacecraft adapter section 
and on the target vehicle. The pilot used 
about six different pairs of tether-attach 
points which had been sP.Iecteci ciuring train
inJ.!. At one time, because of the lack of good 
control of bodr attitude, the Gemini XII pilot 
experienced a 5light difficulty in moving a 
tether to a new attach point. With one hand 
occupied in making a waist tether attach
ment. the pilot had to use the other hand to 
control body attitude. Therefore. a pair of 
handholds or other restraints near each pair 
of tether-attach points was desirable. Also, 
it was determined that the waist tether
attach points should be as far apart as pos
sible, consistent with the pilot's reach in the 
pressurized suit. The attachments were 
easier to make when the attach points were 
located at the pilot's side:; rather than di
rectly in front of him: and torques were can
celled better with widespread tether-attach 
points. The pilot observed that few adjust
ments were required to the tether length : 
consequently. provisions for adjustments 
t<•uld be eliminated from future body tethers. 

With only the waist tethers for restraint. 
the pilot was able to use a conventional torque 
wrench to install and tighten a bolt to about 
200 inch-pounds on the spacecraft adapter 
section work station ( fig. 8-14) .  Again, with 
only the waist tethers for restraint, the pilot 
\\'as able to pull nylon Velcro pile strips 4 

Frr.URF. ll-14.-Gemini XII extravehicular adapter 
work station. 
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inches long and 5 inches w.ide from both nylon 
and steel Velcro hook, and to disconnect and 
reconnect three e1ectrica1 connectors. The 
pilot also made a variety of hook and ring 
connections, including hooks and rings of the 
same sizes which had proved impossible for 
the Gemini IX-A pilot to connect. 

The waist tethers, when attached to the 
tether-attach points on the target vehicle 
(fig. 8-15) ,  provided the required restraint 
for the Gemini XII pilot to attach the space
craft/target-vehicle tether; activate the Ex
periment SOlO Agena Micrometeorite Col
lection package ; �nd disconnect and connect 
fluid connectors and an electrical connector. 
The pilot u�ed the Apollo torque wrench to 
exert greater than 100 inch-pounds of torque ;  
he concluded that man's capability is even 
greater, and could be determined in the 
underwater zero-g· simulation. The pilot was 
able to perform these tasks with one waist 
tether nttached and one hand on a handhold. 
and then to repeat the tasks without using
waist tethers. He strongly·• recommended, 
however, that body tethers be included in the 
restraint systems for future tasks involvin� 
torque. It is probable that body tethers will 
provide a greater capability for applying 
torque; minimize the effort required in con
trolling body position : and, if a tool should 
::;lip, eliminate the posl'!ibility of 'it drifting 
away. 

One of the best features of body tethers is 
the elimination of the constant anxiety of 

FtGUR1l 8-15.-Tar,:ret vehicle extravehicular work 
station. 

drifting into an unknown and uncontrolled 
body position, while performing work or 
while resting. The waist tethers permitted 
the Gemini XII pilot to relax completely dur
ing the designated rest periods and at any 
other desired time. During previous umbilical 
extravehicular activity, the pilots had been 
i·eq'Jired to hang on with one or both hands 
and rest, as well as possible. in this condition. 
Of course, the work requirPd to control body 
position eliminated the �.  1ssibility of com
plete rest. 

l'i)l·l'in Handhc,ld/Tl•ther·Attach DHices 

Seven pip-pin handhold, tether devices 
( fig. 8-16) were used during Gemini XII. 
These device:-: used a conventional pip-pin 
mechanism with ball detent:-; for attachment 
to the spacecraft. The T-shape of the pip-pins 
facilitated their use as handholds, and a loop 
was installed for t.ether attachment. The pilot 
used the devices as handholds during changes 
in body position and as waist tether-attach 
points ciurin� some of the work tasks on the 
lar��et vehide. 

The T-shaped pip-pins were a convenient 
shape and size for hand �rripping. When the 
I'Otational f1·eedom of the devices was re
mo\'ed, the devices made excellent handholds. 
;m<l allowed complete control of body atti
tude. The elimination of rotational freedom 
also made waist tether attachment much 
ea,.;ier. 

FIGURE 8-16.-Pip-pin device. 
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Pip-Pin Antirotation Devices 

The pip-pin antirotation devices (fig. 8-1'7) 
were installed over 11 of the pip-pin attach
ment holes. Without the antirotation device, 
the pip-pins were free to rotate, and would 
do so when given any small torque. Experi
ence during Gemini XII showed that the anti
rotation devices were valuable when the pilot 
applied torque to the pip-p�ns, such as per
forming most tasks while tethered. However, 
with the antirotation device in place, the 
pip-pins had to be installed in one of eight 
specific orientations, which complicated the 
installation. Therefore, if pip-pin devices of 
this type are to be used, antirotation devices 
are very desirable, but the requirement for 
such precise alinement is undesirable. 

U-Bolt Handhold/Telher·Atlach Devices 

Nine U-bolt handhold/tether-attach devices 
( fig. 8-18) were installed in the extravehicu
lar work areas on Gemini XII. The pilot used 

FIGURII S-17.-Pip-pin and Velcro attachment points. 

FIGURE 8-18.-Extravehicular restraint provisions 
on target vehicle docking cone. 

two of the U-bolts installed in the spacecraft 
adapter as waist tether points during the 
work without foot restraints, but the close 
proximity (about 4 inches) to the bolt plat
form caused some incc,nvcnience during the 
bolt torquing. The pilot found the U-bolts on 
the target vehicle useful for waist tether 
attachment and as handholds during work 
tasks and position changes. 

Foot Restraints 

The Gemini IX-A foot restraints (fig. 8-5) 
were not adequate for body restraint even in 
the absence of external forces. The molded 
foot restraints on the Gemini XII spacecraft, 
however, were considered by the pilot to be 
far superior to all other restraint devices he 
evaluated. With his feet in these restraints 
(fig. 8-19) ,  the pilot was able to nearly dupli
cate his lg proficiency in performing tasks. 
He applied torques in excess of 200 inch
pounds, and performed alinement (fluid con
nector) and cutting operations. In addition 
to performing work tasks, the Gemini XII 
pilot evaluated the body-attitude constraints 
imposed by the foot restraints. The pilot was 
able to force himself backward (pitch up) 
about 90'' ; however, a significant effort was 
required to maintain that position. He was 
able to roll ±45", and his yaw capability was 
almost ±90''. 
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FIGURE 8-19.-Gemini XII adapter provisions for 
extravehicular activity. 

Standup Tether 

To prevent stressing the pilot's oxygen and 
electrical connections with the spacecraft, 
standup tethers (fig. 8-20) were used during 
the standup extravehicular activity on Gem
ini X, XI, and XII. The standup tethers were 
attacherl to the extravehicular pilot's para
chute harness and to the left side of the pilot'Jo> 
1;eat. The tethers were constructed of thin 
nylon webbing and had a conventional single
loop adjustment buckle. The command pilot 
held the free end of the tether and usually 
performed the required adjustments, al
though on Gemini XII the extravehicular 
pilot was also able to make adjustments. 

St)Bce-Suil L<'IC Straps 

For Gemini XI, a strap (fig. 8-21) about 
9 inches in lenJ..rth was sewed on the left leg 

FIGURE 8-20.-Standup tether. 
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FIGURE 8-21.-Space-suit leg strap. 

{ in the calf area) of"the pilot's space suit. 
When not in use, the strap wa.::; folded inside 
a Velcro pocket on the .::;pace suit. During the 
L1mbilical extravehicular activity, with the 
pilot standing in the seat. the command pilot 
opened the Velcro pocket and pulled out the 
;>trap. The strap was intended to serve the 

same purpose during umbilical extravehicu
lar activity that the standup tether served 
during the standup extravehicular activity. 

On the Gemini XII mission, identical straps 
were sewed on both legs of the pilot's space 
suit. The strap:;; were not used, however, be
cause the command pilot found it easier to 
hold the pilot's foot to secure him. 

Concluding Remarks 

Provision of adequate body restraints is 
one of several factors which can assure the 
succes:-; of an extravehicular activity mission. 
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Based on the extravehicular experience accu
mulated in the Gemini Program, it was con
cluded that thorough analysis and detaile� 
training for extravehicular activity must be 
continued, and that the body-restraint re
quirements indicated by the analysis and the 
training mu:;t be met. During the extra
vehicular activity, restraints mu:;t be pro
vided for rest as well as for work tasks. 

The restraints that were found to be most 

satisfactory during the Gemini Program in
cluded : 

( 1 )  Gemini XII foot restraints, for rest 
and localized work 

( 2 )  Gemini XII waist tethers, for rest and 
localized work 

W )  Rectangular handrail, for translating 
act·oss a spacecraft surface 

( 4 )  Pip-pin devices, for combination 
tether-attach points and handholds 
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Introductiun 

The purpose of this report is to summarize 
what has been learned from the Gemini Pro
gram concerning extravehicular maneuver
ing in the near vicinity of the spacecraft. 
Maneuvering with the Hand Held Maneuver
ing Unit was scheduled for the Gemini IV, 
VIII, X and XI missions, and with the Astro
naut Maneuvering Unit for the Gemini IX-A 
and XII missions. 

The evaluations of the maneuvering equip
ment planned for Gemini VIII, IX-A, X. and 
XI were not completed because of problems 
with spacecraft equipment before the evalua
tions were scheduled. Becau�e of increased 
emphasis on the evaluation of body-restraint 
problems, the Astronaut Maneuvering Unit 
was not carried on Gemini XII. 

Even though only limited extravehicular 
maneuvering was accomplished during the 
Gemini Program, a number of significant 
maneuvering systems were readied for flight 
and were actually carried into space. One pur
pose of the first portion of this report is to 
describe, in general, the maneuvering equip
ment used for extravehicular activity during 
the Gemini Program. The second portion de
xcribes the ground training equipment and 
the methods used in preparjng the flight 
crews for extravehicular maneuvering. The 
third portion recounts the brief, but interest
ing, flight results obtained with the Hand 
Held Maneuvering Unit during Gemini IV 
and Gemini X, and draws a comparison be
tween flight performance and ground train
ing indications. 
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Gemini Extravehicular Maneuvering Units 

Prior to the development of the Hand Held 
Maneuvering Unit utilized on the Gemini IV 
mission, several experimental hand-held gas
expulsion devices were evaluated at the Air 
Bearing Facility, Manned Spacecraft Center. 
While working with the early Hand Held 
Maneuvering Units, some preconceived ideas 
were abandoned and some new ideas were 
generated. The following were learned from 
the early concepts : 

( 1 )  For translating, the tractor mode was 
inherently stable and easiest to control. 

(2) Tractor nozzles placed far apart and 
parallel provided much less gas-impingement 
loss than nozzles placed side by side and 
canted outward. 

(3)  Due to Jack of finger dexterity in pres
surized gloves, the trigger operating the 
pusher and tractor valves had to be operated 
by gross movements of the hand as opposed 
to finger or thumb manipulation. 

( 4 )  Because of the constraints placed on 
arm and hand movement by the pressurized 
suit, together with the need to easily aline 
the thrust with the operator's center of grav
ity, the handle of the space gun had to be on 
top, and certain angles had to be built into 
the Hand Held Maneuvering Unit to insure 
easy aiming of thrusters when the pilot's 
arm and the hand were in a natural hard-suit 
position. 

(5 )  Precise attitude control was enhanced 
by utilizing a proportional thrust system, 
rather than an off-on system, for controlling 
thrul;Jt level. 
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Gemini IV Hand Held ManeuYering Unit 

The configuration for the Gemini IV Hand 
Heir! Maneuvering Unit (fig. 9-1) was 
evolved from early concepts, mission require
ments. and available qualified components. 
The 4000-psi storage tanks were the same as 
the emergency bailout bottles used in the 
Gemini ejection seat. The pressure regulator 
had been used in the Mercury Environmental 
Control System.A summary of the operating 
characteristics of the Gemini IV maneuvering 
unit is provided in table 9-I, and a cutaway 
drawing is shown in figure 9-2. 

Mission requirements dictated that the 
Hand Held Maneuvering Unit be stowed in
side the spacecraft cabin. This required the 

selection of a propellant gas which would not 

contaminate the spacecraft atmosphere if 

leakage occurred : oxygen in the gaseous form 

wa!'; chosen as the propellant. Since ve1·y lim

ited storage space was available, the Hanel 

Held Maneuvering Unit was stowed in two 

sections : the handle assembly and the high

pressure section. The two sections were 

joined by connecting a coupling at the regu

lator and inserting a pin adjacent to the 

pusher nozzle ( tig. 9-2).  

•" ' 
- . /' 

/ 
.� 

FIGURE 9-1.-Gemini IV Hand Held M uneuve1·inl! 
Unit showing hand position for tractor thruster 
application. 
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FIGURE 9-2.-Cutaway drawing of Gemini IV 
Hand Held Maneuvel'inl! Unit. 

TABLE 9-1.-Gemi?li IV Ha11d Held 

Maueu ve1i11!] Unit Cha?·acte1·istics 

Thrust, lb ............................... ............................... 0 to 2 
Total impulse, lbXsec .......................................... 40 
Total available �r. ftlsec .................................... 6 
Trigger preload, lb .............................................. 15 
Trigger force at maximum thrust, lb .............. 20 
Storage-tank p1·cssure, psi ..... ........................... 4000 
Regulated pressure, psi ...................................... 120 
Nozzle-area ;·atio .................................................. 50:1 
Empty weight, lb ................................................ 6.8 
Oxygen weight, lb ....... ...................... ...... .. ........... 0.7 
Gross weight, lb ......... ........................................ ... 7.5 

After gaseous oxygen left the 4000-psi 
=-torage tanks ( fig. 9-2 ) ,  it passed through a 
manifold to a shutoff ancl fill valve. When 
this valve was opened, the oxygen entered a 
pressure reg-ulator which reduced the pres
�ure to 120 psi. The low-pressure oxyg-en en
tered the handle of the Hand Held Maneu
vering Unit and passed through a filter to 
two valves. The valve located at the rear of 
the handle permitted the gas to flow through 
the trigger· guard to the pusher nozzle. The 
valve located at the forwarcl end of the unit 
ported gas through a swivel joint, then 
through two a1·ms to the tractor nozzles. The 
a1·ms of the tractor nozzle!'; folrled back for 
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compact storage. The pusher and tractor 
valves were actuated by depressing the trig
ger. The amount of force applied to the 
pusher or tractor valve determined the thrust 
level. A force of 15 pounds applied to the 
valve poppet initiated gas flow to the nozzle: 
as the force was increased to 20 pounds, the 
thrust level increased proportionately from 
0 to 2 pounds. 

The gas storage tanks held only 0.7 pound 
of oxygen. This provided a total impulse of 
40 lb X sec, or 2 pounds of thrust for 20 sec
onds. If used continuously, this. total impulse 
would accelerate the extravehicular pilot and 
the life-support system (215 pounds) to a 
velocity of 6 ft/sec. 

Gemini VIII Hand Held Maneuvering Unit 

In the Gemini VIII mission, the total im
pulse was increased to 600 lb x sec (15  times 
more than the Gemini IV unit ) .  A summary 
of the Gemini VIII maneuvering system char
acteristics is given in table 9-II. Eighteen 
pounds of Freon 14 gas were· stored at 5000 
psi in a 439-cubic-inch tank. The tank was 
mounted in a backpack (fig. 9-3) which also 
housed an identical tank filled with 7 pounds 
of life-support oxygen. Freon 14 was chosen 
as a propellant because, even though its spe
cific impulse (33.4 seconds) was lower than 
oxygen (59 seconds) · or nitrogen (63 sec-

TABLE 9-11.-Gemini VIII Hand Held 
Maneuvering Unit Characteristics 

Propellant, gas ........................................... . 

Thrust, lb .................................................... .. 

Specific impulse (calculated), sec .......... .. 

Total impulse, lb X sec ............................. . 

Total available �V. !tlsec ........................ .. 

Trigger preload, lb ..................................... . 

Trigger force at maximum thrust, lb ..... . 

Storage-tank pressure, psi ...................... .. 

Regulated pressure, psi ............................. . 

Nozzle-area ratio ...................................... .. 

Weight of propellant, lb .......................... .. 

Weight of Hand Held Maneuvering 
Unit, lb ..................................................... . 

Freon 14 
0 to 2 

•33:4 
600 

54 
15 
20 

'5000 
110±15 

50:1 
18 

onds ) .  its density was almost three times as 
great, therefore providing more total im
pulse for a slight increase in total mass. This 
can be illustrated by the following calcula
tions : 

7 lb 0� X 59 lb X sec 'lb = 

413 lb X sec total impulse 

18 lb Freon 14 X 33.4 lb X sec l)b = 

600 lb v sec total impul�e 

The calculations indicate a 45-percent in
crease in total impulse for Freon 14 over 
oxygen at the same maximum tank pressure 
( 5000 psi ) .  Inasmuch as the weight of the 

extravehicular pilot with all gear except pro
pulsion gas was about 250 pounds, the use 
of Freon 14, rather than oxygen or nitrogen, 
was an excellent tradeoff as far as the 
change-in-velocity capability was concerned. 

Jo'u:uRF. �1-:;.-Ciemini VIII Hand Ht!ld Munt•uvt'rin� 

Unit, backpack, and chest pack. 
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The expansion of the Freon 14 from 5000 
psi to 110 psi resulted in temperatures of 
approximately -150° F in the Hand Held 
Maneuvering Unit handle assembly. The low 
temperatures caused the poppet valves to 
stick open when actuated. To make the valves 
operable at -150 F, Teflon cryogenic seals 
were used in place of the elastomer seals 
which had been satisfactory for the Gemini 

. IV Hand Held Maneuvering Unit. Even 
though qualification testing demonstrated 
that the redesigned poppet valves would op
erate at low temperatures, two shutoff valves 
were incorporated in the system. One of the 
valves (fisr. 9-4) was located immeniatel�· 
upstream of the coupling, and was designed 
to prevent the gas from escaping in case the 
poppet valves failed to close. The other �hut
off valve was located in the backpack. up
stream of the flexible feedline ancl was cle
signed to shut off the j!as flow in the event 
of an accidentally severed hose. The extra 
precautions were taken to reduce the possi
bility of uncontrolled gas escaping from the 
system and causing- the extravehicular pilot 
to tumble. The handle of the Hand Held Ma
neuverin�r Unit wa� also modified to provide 
the pi lot with n better j!rip (fig. 9-4). 

(;tomini X Hand Ht•ld ;\lant•uvt•rinl! I '  nil 

For Gemini X. the handle of the Hanel 
Held Maneuvering Unit (fig. 9-5) was fur-

FrCURE 9-4.-Shutoff valvr upstrl'am of couplin� of 
Gemini VIII Hand Held Maneuvel'ing Unit. Arms 

in near folded position. 

Flr.URt: !1-.->.-Gt•mini X Hanel Ht!lcl i\laneuvel'in.l! 

Unit configuJ·ation . 

ther modified by sloping t�e handle to pro
dde easiE!r movement of the pilot's hand from 
pusher t•O tractor actuation. Grooves werP 
cut in the handle to accommodate the re
:;traint wires in the palm of the suit j!)ove. 
The si ng-1:! rocking- trig).!er was replaced with 
two shor1ter trig-g-ers pivoted at the end. This 
moclitication reduced the actuation force� 
from between 1 5  and 20 pounds to between 5 
ancl 8 pollncts. and also reducecl the distance 
the hand had to be shifted to JrO from pusher 
to tractot- mode or vice versa. 

On the Gemini X ftlg-ht. the propellant was 
stored in two 4�9-cubic-inch tanks in the 
spacecraft adapter section and was fed to the 
Hanel Held Maneuverin!.! l'nit throul!h a 50-
foot dual umbilical ( fig-. 9-6 ) .  One hose in 
the umbilical prodclecl life-support oxygen 
and the other hose provided nitrogen gas to 
the Hand Held Maneuvering Unit. Nitrog-en 
was selec1tecl as a propellant to recluce sli)!htl�· 
some of the low-temperature problems en
countered with Freon 14. The two nitro�ren 
tanks provided a total impulse of 677 lb '< 

FICURE 9-fi.-Fifty-foot riual umbilical used in 
Gt•mini :'i: shown connl!ctt·cl to F.xtt·avt·hiculm· Life

Suppnr·t !=iy�tcm and Hand H1•ld ;\lam•uvt•l'inJ! 

Unit. 
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sec. amounting to 84 ft 'sec change in velocity 
of the extravehicular pilot. A list of other 
pertinent characteristics is provided in table 
9-III. 

TABLE 9-III.-Gemini X and XI Hand 

Held Man eu'Uering Unit Cha?·ncteristics 

Propellant .............................................. .. 
Thrust, lb .............................................. .. 

Specific impulse, sec ............................ .. 
Total impulse. lbx sec ........................ .. 
Total available .ll'. ft• sec .................. .. 

Tl'igger p1·eload, lb .............................. .. 
'l'l'igger force at maximum th1·ust, lb .. 
Stora�e-tank rn·essure, psi ................. . 
Regulated pressure, psi ...................... .. 

Nozzle-a1·ea •·atio ................................... . 

Wei�ht Clf usable lli'OI'cllatlt, lb .......... .. 

Weight of Hand Helrl Maneuvering-
Unit, lb ...................... ......................... . 

Weig-ht of e:m·avehiculat· pilot, lb ..... . 

Nitrogen gas 
0 to 2 

63 
li77 

84 
5 
8 

5000 
1 25-= 15 

!iO: l 
UJ,ifi 

3 
21>0 

A hardline was routed from the tank in
stallation in the spacecraft adapter section 
to a recessed panel behind the hatch. The 
hardline was clamped to th.e adapter-section 
structure at numerous points to provide heat 
shorts for warming- the cooled gas (due to 
adiabatic expansion during use ) .  

After connecting the life-support side of 
the dual umbilical to the oxy�en system in 
the pressurize<! spacecraft and making the 
proper connections to the Extravehicular 
Life-Support S.vxtem chel't pack, the pilot 
egressed trie cabin and moved to a recessed 
panel behind the hatch. The pilot connected 
the Hand Held Maneuvering Unit propellant 
side of the dual umbilical to the nitrogen sup
ply by means of a push-on connector and a 
shutoff valve provided on the recessed panel. 

(;l'mini XI ltand Ht'ld �lant•un•rinJ:" (�nit 

In the Gemini XI mission, the Hand Held 
Maneuvering Unit was stowed in the space
craft adapter section rather than in the 
cabin. The !iCrew-on coupling was changed to 
a quick-disconnect coupling ( fig. 9-7) to 
simplify connecting the Hand Held Maneu
vering Unit to the umbilical. The extrave-

,, � 
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F'tr.unr. !1-i.-Gemini XI Hand Held Man{•uve rin!-( 
Unit in inverted position showing quick-discon
nect couplinJ?, 

hicular pilot had to perform this operation 
with one hand in a limited access area and in 
a pressurized suit. Several features were in
corporated in the push-on coupling to provide 
immediate interchan$!ing of the Hand Held 
Maneuvering Unit with a gas-powered tool 
for possible future maintenance and assem
uly operations in space. 

The propellant gas storage-tank installa
tion 'ior Gemini XI was identical to the 
Gemini X configuration and provided the 
same operational characteristics (table 9-
I I J ) .  A �0-foot dual umbilical was employed 
rather than the 50-foot dual umbilical used 
on Gemini X. 

A�t mnaut 'hlllt'U\'t•rin�: l �nit 

The Air Force Astronaut Maneuvering 
Unit ( fig. 9-8) was scheduled for evaluation 
l)n the Gemini IX-A ancl the Gemini XII 

missions. Pertinent characteristics of the 
Astronaut Maneuvering Unit are listed in 
table 9-IV. 

The Astronaut Maneuvering Unit back
pack contained hydro�en peroxide, nitrogen, 
and oxygen tanks ; two sets of rate gyros ; 
twelve 2.�-pouncl thrust chambers with asso
ciated solenoid-operatecl valves; self-con
tai nee! radio and telemetry equipment;  and 
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FIGURE 9-8.-The Air Force Astronaut Maneuve1·ing 
Unit as configured for Gemini IX-A. Extravehicu
lar Life-Support System (chest pack) also shown. 

other miscellaneous equipment. The back
pack was designed to provide attitude con
trol and stabilization about the yaw, pitch, 
and roll axes, as well as translation in the 
fore-and-aft and up-and-down direction�. At
titude control could be achieved either by 
using the thrusters in a direct manual on
off mode or in a rate-command mode. 

The Astronaut Maneuvering Unit wa� 
capable of providing a change in velocity of 
about 250 feet per second for an all-inclusive 
extravehicular pilot weight of 407 pound�. 
The gross weight of the Astronaut Maneu-

vering Unit, 168 pounds, included a 19-pound 
oxygen bottle which held 7 pounds of gaseous 
oxygen for the Extravehicular Life-Support 
System. The nitrogen in the Astronaut Ma
neuvering Unit was used to expel the hydro
gen peroxide through the catalyst beds and 
then through the reaction nozzles. 

TABLE 9-IV.-Gemini IX-A Astronaut 
Ma11euve1ing Unit Characteristics 

Propellant .................... 90 percent hydro�ten 
Total thrust ( fore-and-aft or 

up-and-down), lb ............................... . 
Pitch moment, in.-lb ............................. . 
Roll moment, in.-lb ............................... . 

Yaw moment, in.-lb ............................ .. 
Specific impulse, sec ............................ .. 

Total impulse, lbx sec .......................... .. 

Total available � V. ft/sec .................. .. 

Controller characteristics: 
Breakou t :  

Fore-and-aft, lb ..................... . 

Up-and-down, lb ..................... . 

Pitch, lb ................................... . 

Roll, lb .................................... .. 
Yaw ......................................... . 

Maximum force : 
Fore-and-aft, lb .................... .. 

Up-and-down, lb ..................... . 

Pitch, lb .................................. .. 

Roll, lb .................................... .. 

Yaw, in.-lb ............................ .. 
Maximum deflection, de�: 

Fore-and-aft ........................... . 

peroxide 

4.6 
63.5 

44.2 

47.7 

169 

3100 

250 

4.5 
4.5 
4.0 

4.0 

Small 

9.75 
9.75 

10.5 

10.5 

13.0 

(i 
Ur-ancl-down .......................... 6 
Pitch .......................................... 6 

Roll ............................................ 6 
Yaw .......................................... 4.5 

Attitude-limit cycle pcriocls. sec: 
Pitch .................................................. 5!1 
Roll .......... .......................................... !iO 
Yaw .................................................. :t2 

Attitude clcadbancl, cle� . ....................... (:; aXl'Sl ::t:2.-l 

Maximum control rates. tlc$:'/sec: 
Pitch ................................................ .. 

Roll .................................................. .. 

Yaw ................................................ .. 
Maximum nitro�:en tank tH'essure. psi 
Re�ulated hyriro�ren peroxide 

fii'CSSUI'e, J1Si ..................................... .. 

Nn7.zlc-arca ratio ................................... . 

Weight uf pro,.ellant, lb ....................... . 
Wci�::ht of Astronaut Maneuvcrin�-r 

Unit, lb .............................................. .. 

Wci$:'ht nf ext1·avchicular pilot, lh .... .. 

18 
27 
18 

3500 

455 
40:1 

168 
407 

------- ------------ - ----
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Ground Training for E"xtravehicular 

Maneuvering 

Hand Held :\lant•uv('rinJr Cnit Control L<l�-:ic 
A number of different procedures could be 

�used successfully to move from one point to 
another in space with a Hand Held Maneu
vering- Unit. Figu re 9-9 i l lustrates the par
ticular procedures selected for use with the 
Gemini �y�tems. The fil-!ttre illustrates tractor 
thrwstin� for either forward or be�ckwal'<l 

translation. as well as pusher thrustin.l!, and 
applies to any of the three possible rotational 
control axes : yaw. pitch, or· roll. For l'Xampk 
in fh!llre �)-9 ( a )  assume that the il lustra
tion refers to the yaw axis so that our view 
of the man is from directly above ; that is, 

the labe.J "MAN" refers to the end of a line 
running from the operator's head to foot, 
The Hand Held Maneuvering Unit is held 
in front of the man's center of gravity at the 
position of the label "FORCE." The force i n  

� ··-------. I \  ·-
.. 

0 

\ ·--.. I \ ···Thr�l 

I \ 
I .-·Force 

/<./��· 
�.;-,.·· ,/ \ 

I / \ a· ' 

,,,'' 
•' 

.

----1 +d � 
Always point at target 

Displace device in same. direction 
as rotation l+d for till 

Lead the rotations by the control 
displacements in order to 
eliminate the rotations 

Ia I T rae tor mode. 

HI 

this cai'>e ,js pointed for•vard as it must be 
when consideri ng- the tractor mode. Assume 
that a di�turhanc� occurs and causes a rota
tion to the right. indicated by the curved 
velocity arrow labeleu " ..., ..... " To eliminate 
this t l i,.;turlmnn·, the Hand Held Maneuver

ing l:nit n1l!:-;t be moved laterally toward the 
ril-!ht side; however, the thrust line of the 
Hand Held Maneuvering' Unit must be 
pointed dirvdl? at the targeJ. By pointing 
clire<:tly at the target at al l  time�. the opera
tor ( l )  insures that he will eventually arrive 
cxat"tl�· at the target. ( 2 )  maximizes the de
·"'ire<l e0ntrol moment. and (�)  minimizes the 

amount of fuel required for attitude control. 
The thinl rule on the illustration refers to 
phase lead and state:; that the control motions 
should lead the distu rbance::; if the rotational 

motions are to be completely damped. If. in

stead of leading the rotational motions, the 

control motions 1·emai n I!Xactly in phase with 

the rotational motions. the result is a con-

� ··-. 
0 / I  -�---�-'-,. 

I I -.'--
/ I 

-,Target 

-d 

Always point at tarqet 

Displace device fn opposite direction 
as rotation 1-d for +II) · 

Lead. 
the rotations by the control 

displacements in order to 
eliminate the rotations 

lbl Pusher mode. 

.Man 
,• 

. 

HI 

FIGURE 9-!l.-Rules for ·attitude control durin�.:" ti'Unslation with Hund Hl'ld l\lam•uvl•ring Unit. 


